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Chapter 4
Digging the Pit of Babel:

The Ambiguity of Romani Minority Formation

INTRODUCTION

We are digging the pit of Babel. (Kafka 1994: 95)

It is no longer origin that gives rise to historicity; it is historicity that, in its very fabric,
makes possible the necessity of an origin which must be both internal and foreign to
it. (Foucault 2005b: 359)

This chapter contributes to debates in governmentality studies about how we need to
assess the influential changes in patterns and structures of European governance that
appeared in the late eighteenth century. In chapter 2, I positioned the current study and
my focus on the bio political regulation of Europe’s borders in the largely unexplored
domain where governmentality studies, critical studies of European governance, and
postcolonial studies intersect. In chapter 3, I discussed the prospects and limits of how
two leading positions in present day scholarship on the Roma have analyzed the late
eighteenth century emergence of Gypsy studies and their legacies. In this chapter, I bring
these two domains together by analyzing the parallel late eighteenth century East
Central European transformations of population policy, administrative practices and dis
courses, and scholarly approaches to the Gypsies. I try to contribute to current scholar
ship on the Roma by looking at one of the first moments of their minority formation in
Europe from the angle of governmentality, and the late eighteenth century transforma
tion of the so called ‘police and Cameralistic sciences’ (Polizei und Kameralwissenschaften)
in particular.

In the next section, I will explain that Cameralism (Kameralistik) is the name given to a
German and Habsburg scientific tradition of public administration and political reflec
tions on how states should be governed. Cameralism represents the specific Central
European articulation of forms of police and reason of state governmentality that I dis
cussed more generally in chapter 2. As I will show in the third section, an analysis of
Cameralism and how it was intimately related to Habsburg discourses and practices of
rule, as well as to their transformations, will shed new light on the assimilationist
approaches adopted by the enlightened absolutist Habsburg empress Maria Theresa and
her son and successor Joseph II. As I will argue, to adequately understand the relation
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ship between the newly emerging scientific methods of comparison in the late eigh
teenth century and the simultaneous emergence of Gypsy studies discussed in chapter 3,
we need to reflect on the impact of Cameralistic and police sciences on the scholarly and
governmental approaches to the Gypsies.

Yet, none of the authors whose works I discussed in chapter 3, nor anyone else who
discusses the European history of Romani groups, has hitherto adequately taken into
account the importance of Cameralism and its relevance for the emergence of Gypsy
studies.1 It is remarkable that Leo Lucassen—who has dedicated an important and rich
study to the history of how German police institutions developed specific Gypsy labels
to regulate alien and itinerant groups between 1700 and 1945—does not discuss the
eighteenth century tradition of Cameralism and the police sciences. He only remarks
that the concept of police had originally had a much wider meaning. At the same time,
however, he considers this wider meaning of minor importance for an analysis of Gypsy
groups and studies, because of a supposed emergent restriction of the actual practices of
police in the discussed period of time (Lucassen 1996: 17). In this chapter, I will explain
that this view is only partly tenable and results in understating the importance of the
development of police sciences for scrutinizing the emergence of Gypsy studies and the
minority formation of Gypsy groups.

In his turn, Wim Willems (1997) discusses the function that statistics had in German
academic circles. However, he does not embed this role within the more general context
of the police sciences, nor does he clarify how statistics exactly relates to the emergence
of Gypsy studies. This becomes particularly clear when he isolates Heinrich Grellmann’s
and Johann Rüdiger’s writings on Gypsies from their other work. Willems remarks on
Grellmann’s work:

Perusal of the tables of content of [Grellmann’s] other writings discloses that he
primarily brought into print descriptive surveys of political scientific topics. In this
respect, his book on the Gypsies is unique within his total production … A predilection
for ethnological subjects also appears in later publications, it is true, but these were
consistently minor, self contained contributions. The greatest part of his work, however,
had to do with affairs of the state. (Willems 1997: 45 46, my emphasis)

1 As far as I know only Karl Härter (2003) refers to the role of police sciences for studying Romani groups.
Yet, he does not substantially reflect on the impact of shifting Cameralistic discourses and practices on the
emergence of the eighteenth century Gypsy studies and on the parallel problematization of Gypsy groups
as minority parts of the population. While Härter, for instance, discusses the disappearance of death penal
ties and other severe measures against Gypsy groups in the second half of the eighteenth century, he does
not relate this shift to the more general transformation of administrative practices and discourses in the
German and Habsburg lands (2003: 54 55, 75, 80). Yet, he also argues against the Dutch School’s thesis that
the Gypsies do not form an ethnic group, but need to be seen as an eighteenth century construction devel
oped on the basis of categorization and stigmatization (ibid 43, 66, 81). Similar to my view, Härter suggests
that the reference to Gypsies in ethnic terms “was and, consequently, remains ambivalent” (ibid 66, my
translation). I largely agree with Härter’s view that this ambivalence is fundamentally unsolvable (ibid 81)
and that we need to consider ethnic minoritization and Gypsy labeling and stigmatizing as processes that
have been mutually developed in the course of modern European history. Yet, in the present chapter, I
argue for this ambivalence and interaction along different lines than he does.
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Whereas Willems is right in his suggestion that Grellmann’s book on the Gypsies forms
an exception to his oeuvre, it is nonetheless important to remark that, from the angle of
police sciences, the main topic of his Gypsy book has as much to do with ‘affairs of the
state’ as his other writings. Indeed, in its early modern European conception, ‘police’
encompassed regulations with respect to a wide variety of things and matters, such as
religion, morality, health, supplies, funerals, public safety, mines, clothing, the arts, poor
relief, the sciences, trade, betrothals, factories, and menservants (Tribe 1988; Pasquino
1991, see also chapter 2 and below). Thus, from a conceptual point of view, Cameralistic
and police scientists did not distinguish between the regulation of a minority group and
that of bridges or between the management of health care and that of mines or forests.
Grellmann extensively wrote on issues that belonged to the most important fields of
police sciences and,2 therefore, we could also interrogate his work on the Gypsies in the
context of this eighteenth century European tradition.

That Willems is not aware of this specific governmental background also becomes
clear when he remarks that Rüdiger, who “was professor of political economy in Halle and
an authority in the field of comparative linguistics,” had probably “cut his academic career
prematurely short” because, “in the last 26 years of his life … [he] didn’t publish
anything more” and “a reference work informs us that he was a mine inspector” (1997: 80,
81, my emphasis). Willems presents these biographical details as if Rüdiger’s academic
career in Halle was incompatible with his profession as a mine inspector. In actual fact,
mining was considered as one of the most important fields of the police sciences and the
mine, and particularly how it was dug and administered, was considered as a model for
how the state should be governed (Small 2001; Wakefield 2009). Cameralistic and police
scientists were preferably combining a position at a university with a job in one of the so
called bureaus of the imperial chamber. Even more important in the current context is
that Rüdiger himself wrote extensively on Cameralism and taught an almost unchanged
course on Cameralism and police sciences at the university of Halle until three years
before his death. This course was predominantly based on the seminal works of the
Viennese Cameralists, but was also an integral part of a specific Cameralistic tradition at
the University of Halle.3

Cameralism and police sciences had their individual tradition at some of the most
important and innovative Prussian universities, such as those of Halle and Göttingen. At
the end of the eighteenth century, these academic circles were highly influenced by the
Viennese Cameralistic and police scientific ‘school’ of Johann von Justi and Joseph von
Sonnenfels (Sieg 2003).4 Their main works “rapidly gained canonical status in the

2 See Grellmann (1792; 1795 1802; 1801 1804), Osterloh (1970), and Dickson (1987; 1991).
3 See Rüdiger (1777; 1781; 1786; 1792; 1795a; 1795b; 1798), Riedel (1839), Kähler (1898), and Tribe (1988). In
his work on Cameralism, Rüdiger explains why an academic career needs to be based on a thorough study
and the widest possible pedagogic dissemination of Cameralistic and police scientific literature as well as of
its basic principles (Fischer 1982: 414 15). Rüdiger’s work on Cameralism can be considered as the end of a
long academic tradition at the university of Halle that started with the appointment of Simon Peter Gasser
to a Chair in ‘Oeconomie, Polizey und Cameralsachen’ in 1727 (see note 10 below).
4 In 1755, von Justi moved from Vienna to Göttingen, where he became Councilor for Mines and Police
Director and where he simultaneously started to teach Cameralism at the university. In the two following
years, and before his departure to Berlin, he lectured on several subjects that were directly or indirectly
related to Cameralism. He also taught on the ‘culture of countries’ and on ‘the new history of commerce,
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subsequent expansion of Cameralistic teaching [at Habsburg and in particular Austrian
and Prussian universities] … The manner in which these two writers set up the basic
terms and categories of Cameralism was fundamental to the literature of this period” (Tribe
1988: 90, 117 18, my emphasis). While von Justi and von Sonnenfels were pioneering
authors in Cameralism, Grellmann and Rüdiger were not really innovative writers in
this scholarly field. Nevertheless, their works, including those on the Gypsies, were
shaped in an academic environment that was not separable from the Cameralistic and
police scientific tradition. Moreover, since both Grellmann and Rüdiger commented on
the Habsburg assimilationist Gypsy policies—the former enthusiastically assenting and
the latter critical and condemnatory—their comments and the conclusions of their works
could be read as articulations of their viewpoints vis à vis the police scientific
governmentality and the correlated ‘populationist turn’ that are typical of eighteenth
century enlightened Habsburg absolutism.

This theme brings me to the second aim of this chapter. I want to contribute to debates
in governmentality studies about how we need to perceive the changes in patterns of
European governance that emerged in the eighteenth century. Governmentality studies,
following Foucault’s own work, have focused on distinguishing police and reason of
state rationalities and technologies from modern, liberal ones (Lemke 1997; N Rose
1999b; Dean 1999). Foucault has carefully described the gradual internal transformation
of forms of police governmentality (2007b). Excellent genealogical case studies (Dean
1991) have been published on the transformation from police to liberal governance.
Moreover, a valuable, ongoing debate discusses how exactly we need to understand the
relationship between police and liberal governmentality in post eighteenth century and
contemporary contexts of governance.5

Yet, one or more of the three following trends characterize many contemporary
governmentality studies. Firstly, police and liberal governmentality are sometimes not
only distinguished, but also separated. A too strict separation of these forms of rule,
however, leads to a questionable periodization of forms of governmentality (chapter 1)
or to a disputable demarcation of illiberal and liberal forms of conduct (chapter 2).
Secondly, many of the studies that discuss police scientific traditions in early modern
Europe are characterized by a state centric focus, rather than by a discussion of their
transnational consequences.6 Thirdly, governmentality studies often focus on the impact
of the police scientific tradition on the bio political regulation, stratification, and normal
ization of social groups in Western European countries. Little attention has hitherto been

police, and finance,’ which included the discovery of the trade routes to India (von Justi 1755). In 1757, the
linguist Christian Wilhelm Büttner, who in 1771 had suggested for the first time that the Gypsies came from
India and who greatly influenced Grellmann (Ruch 1986; Willems 1997), succeeded von Justi as professor at
Göttingen (Frensdorff 1901; 1903; Tribe 1988). Despite von Justi’s quick departure, his work influenced the
reform of teaching at the university of Göttingen, most notably in the fields of the ‘sciences of the state’
(Staatswissenschaft, Statistik) and technology (Technologie). Of the professors Achenwall, von Schlözer, and
Beckmann—the main proponents of Cameralism in Göttingen—in particular the statistician von Schlözer
profoundly influenced Grellmann’s work (Frensdorff 1909; Tribe 1988; Willems 1997).
5 See Lemke (1997), Hindess (2001), Dean (2007), and Collier (2009).
6 These studies share this state centric characteristic with some seminal historical studies of early modern
administrative practices, including the codification of criminal, administrative, and civil law (Maier 1980;
Oestreich 1982; Raeff 1983; Stolleis 1988; 1996; Tribe 1988; 1995; Härter 2000; Small 2001).
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paid to how police scientific discourses and practices have influenced minority forma
tion and corresponding forms of population regulation on a Europe wide level and,
thus, demarcated Europe’s own internal and external borders bio politically.

In this chapter, I show how an analysis of the Romani case sheds new light on the
impact of transforming late eighteenth century police and Cameralistic discourses and
practices on modern processes of minority formation and on the regulation of Europe’s
bio political borders. In order to explain that minoritization has not only led to marginal
ization and stigmatization, but also to opportunities for minority self articulation, I focus
on Joseph von Sonnenfels’s work and its wider social, political, and cultural context.
Largely following Foucault’s work (2000b; 2000c; 2007b), many contributors to govern
mentality studies consider the work of the Viennese Cameralist von Justi as the most
exemplary illustration of how technologies and rationalities of police became the focus of
an independent academic discipline and how the concept of population was finally
turned into the central concept of the police sciences (Pasquino 1991; Lemke 1997; Dean
1999).7 If von Sonnenfels is mentioned at all, it is only in passing.

However, as some prominent historians of police sciences and Cameralism have em
phasized,8 in passing from von Justi to von Sonnenfels, the police scientific tradition un
dergoes one of its important last renewals. Von Sonnenfels’s work reflects, so to speak,
“a fin de siècle phase of Cameralism” (Small 2001: 410). While, in the next section, I will
explain how we could understand the shift from von Justi to von Sonnenfels as in line
with the general characteristics of the police and Cameralistic scientific tradition, in the
fourth section, I will particularly focus on how von Sonnenfels’s work announces the
slow but sure breakdown of this tradition. More than any other representative of this
tradition, his work prefigures the emergence of liberal forms of governmentality and
represents—to put it in the context of the political changes of the late eighteenth
century—the cracks in the pavements of enlightened absolutism. Yet, I am not going to
read his work as an unproblematic basis of changing governmental discourses and prac
tices in the Habsburg Empire. His work shows many internal contradictions and—even
though von Sonnenfels was a prominent advisor of a series of Habsburg emperors and
even though his work functioned as the intellectual backbone of administrative practices
in the Empire—we need to avoid overvaluing his influence.

Alternatively, in this chapter, I read von Sonnenfels’s work genealogically to explain
that he is an important, often overlooked, and ambivalent figure of transition. I will di
scuss his work, and the fin de siècle of Cameralism more generally, alongside the Habs
burgs’ assimilationist Gypsy policies and the parallel emergent Gypsy problematization
in minority terms. This reading allows me to unravel the ambivalent—rather than only
negative—effects of the bio political preoccupation with Gypsy groups. In the fourth and

7 Thomas Lemke (1997: 165n36) has suggested that Foucault’s selection of original police scientific sources
could also be considered as a basis for periodizing the history of police technologies from an utopia
(Turquet de Mayerne’s work of the early seventeenth century) and an applied praxis (de Lamare’s work of
the early eighteenth century), to an independent academic discipline (von Justi’s work of the mid
eighteenth century). Yet, though we could interpret Foucault’s interrogation of police and reason of state
governmentality in this way, we need to avoid to understand the history of governmentality and power
technologies as a linear one (chapter 1, Collier 2009).
8 See Rosen (1953), Osterloh (1970), Tribe (1995), Small (2001), and Carroll (2002).
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fifth section, I will show how the gradual decline of problematizing a state’s government
in mechanistic and police scientific terms and the parallel increase of problematizing it in
organismic terms has importantly shaped the conditions of possibility for forms of
minority self articulation. In the sixth section, finally, I will bring the results of my anal
yses in chapters 3 and 4 together to revise the way in which the emergence and develop
ment of Gypsy studies have usually been discussed.

CAMERALISM AND POLICE SCIENCES IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY HABSBURG EMPIRE

Cameralism and police sciences represent an odd yet influential episode in the Central
European history of governmental approaches to the state. In general, Cameralism has
been explained as follows:

The term Cameralism has two connotations. On the one hand, it designates the ideas
that appeared to explain, justify, and guide the centralizing tendencies and practices
in administration and economic policy of the absolute monarchy in the German states
during the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. On the other hand, it refers to
the various attempts of the same period to work out in terms of emerging contem
porary political and social science a systematic account of the functioning of the
various administrative services as a basis for the training of public officials. (Rosen
1953: 24)

Whereas Cameralism has had an impact on a number of early modern European scholar
ly, scientific, and political traditions in, for instance, Italy, France, and Russia, it reached
its widest dissemination in the German and Habsburg lands, especially in the second
half of the eighteenth century. In those days, the practices of Cameralism were going to
get their firm scientific foundation at Prussian and Austrian universities, most notably at
the ones of Halle, Frankfurt on Oder, Göttingen, and Vienna.9 In the practical and
pragmatic sense of the word, Cameralists were administrative practitioners or servants
of the Kammer, the imperial chamber of the Habsburg Empire. They could be commis
sars, mining officials, tax councilors, privy councilors, forestry inspectors, or other
professionals who worked at the imperial bureaus. In much of the literature on Cameral
ism and police sciences, however, Cameralists have increasingly been identified as those
scholars and scientists who reflected on the activities of these administrative practition
ers, on the way in which they embodied a specific form of bureaucracy, and, most
importantly, on how this developing bureaucratic system was related to the arts, prac
tices, objects, and aims of the government of a state. While Cameralism in the German
lands has had a long tradition that goes back to the early sixteenth century, the explicit
problematization of Cameralistic practices and the institutionalization of Cameralism

9 By 1798 thirty six universities had posts in the Cameralistic sciences, occupied by thirty two professors
(Tribe 1988: 116). Moreover, only in the German speaking areas, between 1600 and 1800 more than 3,200
articles and books on Cameralistic and police sciences were published. A bibliography of European
Cameralistic and police sciences of 1937 includes over 14,000 titles (Humpert 1937).
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and police sciences as individual academic disciplines and orthodoxies emerged in the
eighteenth century, when Cameralism and police sciences were used as largely compara
ble terms (Johnson 1964; Tribe 1988; 1995).

From a historical point of view, the eighteenth century institutionalization of Camer
alistic and police sciences is related to the Prussian king Friedrich Wilhelm I’s dissatisfac
tion with how his Cameral officials were educated. Too often, he believed, they behaved
like ‘ABC schoolboys’ when confronted with important administrative matters; some
thing that resulted in their incompetence to function well, in the lack of efficient knowl
edge of the wealth of the empire, and in the loss of potential income for the imperial
chamber (Wakefield 2005). There was a shortage of competent, well trained state admin
istrators, who could make an inventory of the empire’s wealth, contribute to its main
tenance and further development as well as to the effective centralization of control,
order, and security.10 The notions of ‘good government’ and ‘good police’ (gute Polizei)
emerged as equivalents and meant the promotion and maintenance of good order. An
eighteenth century text on the task of the police sciences describes the range of activities
comprehended by good police as follows:

The first care of a complete Polizei is that it creates around us a condition of security,
such that we in no way might fear a transgression. Its prime intention is solely
directed to opening the way to welfare and happiness, and rendering it accessible. It
thus clears away that which could hinder us from entering upon it, and that which
might disturb our free passage. (Langemack 1747: 52, §17, English translation cited
Tribe 1988: 32 33)

This description points to one of the most important elements that is typical of the
eighteenth century police sciences, namely the constant encouragement of the happiness
of the state’s subjects in order to strengthen the welfare of the state (chapter 2). This
element is best illustrated by the works of Johann von Justi (1720 71) who, along with his
contemporary Joseph von Sonnenfels, was to become the most important and influential
police scientist and the founder of what Keith Tribe (1988) has called the Viennese ortho
doxy in Cameralistic and police sciences. In one of his main works, the Grundsätze der
Policey Wissenschaft (The Foundations of Police Sciences), von Justi describes police as
follows:

In the broadest sense, under the name police we include all the laws and regulations
that concern the internal affairs of a state, which endeavor to permanently strengthen

10 On the instigation of king Friedrich Wilhelm I Cameralistic teaching was established in 1727 at the
Prussian universities of Halle and Frankfurt on Oder (Small 2001: 207 10, 222). He intended to incorporate
academics and universities more generally into the extensive network of the Kammer (Stolleis 1988;
Wakefield 2005). In particular in Halle, the teaching of Cameralistic and police sciences was going to get a
long and steady tradition that had begun with the appointment of Simon Peter Gasser to a Chair in ‘Oeco
nomie, Polizey und Cameralsachen’ in 1727 and that ended more than a century later with the teaching by,
most notably, Fischer, Lamprecht, and, last but not least, the early Gypsy scholar Rüdiger, who became
professor in Halle in 1791. The latter three professors were highly influenced by the works of the Viennese
Cameralistic school (Tribe 1988, see also below).
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and increase its power, to make better use of its forces, and to encourage the happi
ness of all its subjects; in a word, commerce, the sciences, urban and rural economies,
and the administration of agriculture, mining, forestry, and the like, in view of the fact
that the welfare of the state depends on the wisdom with which all these things are
governed. (von Justi 1756: 4; my translation, partly based on Foucault 2007b: 330 n8)

The happiness of the state’s subjects on which the happiness and welfare of the state are
simultaneously based is a rather technical, analytic, and encompassing term in von
Justi’s work (von Justi 1760 61). The concept of police circumscribes the entire scope of
happiness—from welfare to well being—and marks what can be called the populationist
turn in late Cameralism. A number of features characterize the specific Cameralistic ar
ticulation of police. Police refers to being as living. Police needs to guarantee living in the
sense that it needs, for instance, to avoid war, to encourage fertility, to prevent suicide or
early death, and to attract foreigners who could contribute to the state’s welfare. In
general, this first aim of police is to promote the state’s happiness at the level of the
abundance, the number of citizens. The idea behind a large quantity of a state’s inhab
itants is that the more people there are, the more needs they embody and the greater the
growth of the means of subsistence. Therefore, the quantitative argument for a large
population is not exclusively related to its number, but is also a matter of the exact size
of the state’s territory, its wealth, commercial activities, and the availability of various
resources.

At the same time, the number of inhabitants is intrinsically related to the aim of police
to guarantee happiness at a qualitative level. This implies, firstly, the accommodation of
the most basic needs, such as the provision of food, clothes, heating, housing, and the
like. The provision of the basic needs includes not only its material aspects, but also what
we could call its governmental ones: ensuring that these material needs are not spoiled at
the time of transfer and sale. Secondly, the qualitative level of happiness encloses the
securing and maintenance of health in the most general sense of the word. Police is
dedicated to ensuring the everyday health of everyone and, where necessary, to inter
vening in everything that could endanger a proper health situation. Therefore, police
perform not only the taking of adequate measures in case of illness, starvation, epidem
ics or plagues, but also the regulation and supervision of urban and rural spaces such as
cemeteries, water supplies, abattoirs, sewerages, roads, bridges, hospitals, street lighting,
schools, inns, coffee houses, and so on. In this context, von Justi also promoted insur
ances against storm, fire, and flood, and measures for the melioration of natural infertile
ity (Tribe 1988).

In von Justi’s eyes, however, the quantity and quality of the lives of a state’s subjects
are not yet enough to ensure the welfare and happiness of the state. In order to achieve
these aims the activities of the population itself need to be known and regulated, from
their habits and mobility to their professions, from their abilities to their disabilities, and
from their customs to their religious, heathen, and leisure practices. This objective of
police is closely related to its aim to promote the good ‘circulation’ of both goods and
human beings. Hence, police also encompasses the development of infrastructure (roads,
rivers, canals, bridges, tollhouses, public spaces, signposts, etc.), the supervision of the
distribution and circulation of goods, the administration of the state’s resources (mines,
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forests, farming land, etc.), the regulation of markets and labor forces more generally, the
protection of good order at Church services, the control and prevention of idleness and
beggary, the suppression of vagrancy, vagabondism, and crime, and the regulation of
borders. Circulation is also to be taken into account at a second order level, in the sense
that it includes its own conditions, such as the laws and regulations that deal with the
improvement of profitable forms of mobility and circulation, the standardization of
weights and measures, and the establishment of guidelines for cultivation. To sum up,
we could say that the tasks of police are infinite and that its central objective encom
passes “everything from being to well being” (Foucault 2007b: 328) and “from womb to
tomb” (Carroll 2002: 473).

As some commentaries of von Justi’s work have remarked (Osterloh 1970; Tribe 1988)
his conception of a state’s happiness seems to be circular or even contradictory. Indeed,
it is based on the happiness of the state’s subjects, but they, to be and become happy, are
dependent on the state’s calculated interventions in their lives and circumstances.
Following Foucault, Thomas Lemke (1997) considers this seemingly contradictory aspect
of the political rationality of police as one of its novelties: the happiness and welfare of
individuals are no longer just the result and aim of good government, but also the
necessary condition for the survival and strength of a state. Thus, we can consider the
incessant Cameralistic involvement with enhancing individual happiness as a process of
individualization and “a government of individuals in terms of what could be called
their marginal utility vis à vis the objective of strengthening the state by maximizing the
appropriate and particular contributions of each and all” (Burchell 1991: 124).

The emergence of governmental rationalities and technologies characteristic of
Cameralism and the police sciences mark the displacement of classical juridico political
thought or, at any rate, a differentiation between sovereignty and governmentality.
Theories and practices of state sovereignty that were in fashion before the emergence of
the police scientific governmentality, such as those related to Niccolò Machiavelli’s The
Prince, primarily focused on the maintenance of the relation between the sovereign and
the territory over which he ruled. The people or the population did not really matter or
only did in as far as they could form a shield to protect the ruler and his treasury. How
ever, the problem posed by police and reason of state is that of the very existence, the
strength, and nature of the state itself (chapter 2). In order to govern a state adequately,
thorough knowledge of the state’s strength—hence of everything that is covered by the
police’s central objectives—is indispensable. In other words, police becomes the crucial
mediator in “linking together the state’s strength and individual felicity” and embodies
the infinite attempt to govern all and each—omnes et singulatim (Foucault 2007b: 327).
Though the governmental position of the sovereign is not yet disputed—Cameralism
and the police sciences still assume that the sovereign can know her or his object of
government entirely—at the same time the targets, instruments, and ends of government
can no longer be codified and framed in the juridico political terms in which problems of
sovereignty are prevailingly conceptualized (Burchell 1991).

Von Justi’s contemporary von Sonnenfels (1732 1817) is the first to conceive of police
as the crucial intermediary between a state and its population, while simultaneously
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avoiding von Justi’s quasi circular formulation in terms of happiness.11 Von Sonnenfels
chiefly agrees with von Justi that the promotion of general happiness has to be a leading
principle of the science of the state. To avoid the problem of circularity, however, von
Sonnenfels develops another, yet closely related idea of how happiness has to be
reached. Rather than happiness as such, von Sonnenfels considers the concept of popu
lation as the highest and sole principle of the Cameralistic doctrine:

The only one, who has founded the science of the state including all its subdivisions
on a general principle, was … [von] Justi: with this aim, he assumed the promotion of
general happiness. This is a true, yet not sufficient principle. Admittedly, the promotion of
general happiness is the aim of emerging states and their everlasting final object. Yet, in
particular because of the fact that the appropriateness of measures needs to be
demonstrated by their correspondence to the final objective [of a state], it cannot be
accepted as the proof or the general principle … Therefore, I consider the extension of
civil society by the increase of the population as the common general principle of the
science of the state [Staatswissenschaft] and its subdivisions; the demonstration of any
measure, which needs to lead to the promotion of general welfare, is: Does it contribute
advantageously to the population? Does it contribute disadvantageously to the population?
(von Sonnenfels 2003 [1765]: 22 23, §24, §25, emphasis in original, my translation)

Von Sonnenfels’s reference to civil society (bürgerliche Gesellschaft) can easily mislead one.
Seen from a liberal point of view—liberal in the Foucauldian sense (chapter 2)—neither
von Justi’s consideration of general happiness (Glückseligkeit) nor von Sonnenfels’s
reliance on the principle of population (Bevölkerung) start from a distinction between
state and society. According to the rationale behind police sciences, the state is not dis
tinguished from the spheres that we generally consider as part of society, such as the
economy, civil society, and the private sphere. Accordingly, human beings are not yet
considered on the basis of their free interactions and interests, but on the basis of their
spontaneous and collective inclination to interact in a disorderly fashion. The aim of
good government or good police is to identify a desirable state of order and direct as
many human resources as possible toward such an order:

Humanity confronts the state as ‘population,’ a subject mass to be regulated,
enhanced, and supervised. Thus ‘society’ and ‘polity’ are genuinely synonymous, for
without the latter the former cannot exist; and since they do coexist, no conceptual
distinction is made between them. (Tribe 1988: 29)

For similar reasons, we cannot clearly distinguish between the political and economic
objectives of police either. The economy cannot yet be perceived as something that is

11 Von Sonnenfels was one of the most remarkable and important intellectuals of the Habsburg reformist
era. While his grandfather had still been chief rabbi of Brandenburg in Berlin, and his own father had
emigrated to the Habsburg realms and converted to Catholicism in the 1730s, the converted Jew von
Sonnenfels was to become one of the key figures behind the reforms of the Habsburg emperors Maria
Theresa (1740 80), Joseph II (1780 90), Leopold II (1790 92), and Franz II (1792 1835). Below I will return to
his influence.
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autonomously ruled by ‘an invisible hand’ (Smith 1976), that is, by principles that are
inherent to a market logic and individual interests and actions. Under Cameralistic
conditions, the attempt to secure and increase the welfare of the state begins with the
assumption of the immanence of the state and, therefore, starts with the presupposition
that the state’s instruments and objectives are both entirely internal to the state’s own
mechanisms:

[T]he politics and economics of the territorial state turn out to involve a constant work
of regulation in which no sharp distinction can be made between ‘political’ and
‘economic’ tasks. The [eighteenth century] Polizeistaat is a state in which the good of
the ruler is indistinguishable from the good of the populace; the administrative
apparatus is devoted to the increase of the ruler’s wealth through the optimization of
the happiness of his subjects. (Tribe 1988: 34)

The state has to condition its subjects in such a way that not only their possessions, but
also their skills, strength, endurance, and knowledge constitute the state’s wealth. Hence,
in the Cameralistic approach to individuals, their happiness does not yet have a liberal
component; instead, their behaviors and talents have to be mobilized maximally to
useful effect. The proper conduct of households and of the population more generally is
not based on a subject’s freedom from constraints—in contrast, every subject is con
strained by regulations that limit and direct her action (Tribe 1988; Small 2001). The role
of Polizei is to organize the state according to this principle of effectiveness:

The least offence and deviation, if they become general, can give rise to great disorder
and have very damaging consequences for the welfare of the state. Thus Polizei has to
demonstrate its wakefulness in all changes in the condition of the common weal. (von
Justi 1756: 208, English translation cited Tribe 1988: 77)

The police scientific conception of the common weal clearly legitimizes practices of
punishment. Yet, we cannot understand the eighteenth century police state as a system
that is entirely based on the specification of offences and their punishment, as in the
most usual contemporary understanding of the police state. In particular because of
police’s continuous obsession with disorder and with its governing too little, police
involves a system that permanently tries to identify new areas of disorder, which it
attempts to regulate and monitor through positive, proactive, and preventive measures.
Seen from this angle, we can only fully grasp the eighteenth century institutionalization
of divisions of the police apparatuses that are specifically dedicated to, for instance,
crime prevention and the repression of idleness, beggary, and vagrancy in the context of
the more general objective of police rationalities and their gradual transformation.

In the context of Prussia and the history of Gypsy approaches in Germany more
generally, Lucassen remarks that the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century police
system was already reducing its general scope to crime prevention. He has framed this
transformation in terms of a parallel shift from a reactive to a proactive approach to
crime (Lucassen 1996: 17, 115, 225). Such a shift undoubtedly took place, but certainly
not only in the field that we currently understand as police. It also took place in many
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other fields that were considered as an integral part of the tasks of police in the
eighteenth century sense, such as in the field of medicine or what was at that moment
called medical police (medicinische Policey) (Rau 1764; Frank 1779 1827).12 Thus, while we
can speak of a preliminary turn from a reactive to a proactive approach to crime in the
late eighteenth century, we cannot identify this shift—as, for instance, Lucassen (1996)
and Härter (2003) tend to do—with the limitation of the overall police system to crime
prevention. Consequently, we can only adequately understand this transition from a
reactive to a proactive approach within the context of a much more general shift that also
included a new approach to marginalized groups in terms of population regulation,
rather than only in those of sovereignty and discipline (chapter 1). This gradual shift
toward new forms of governmentality became manifest in both the internal transfor
mation of Cameralistic theories and the transformation of Habsburg policies under
enlightened absolutist rule. As I will explain in the second half of this chapter, an anal
ysis of this transition makes it possible to understand these transformations beyond the
mere centralization of (crime) control, and state institutions more generally.

HABSBURG GYPSY ASSIMILATIONIST POLICIES IN LIGHT OF GOVERNMENTALITY

Both the internal transformation of Cameralistic theories and the profound change of
Habsburg absolutist policies in the eighteenth century occurred at the same time as the
emergence of a new approach to the Habsburg Empire’s Gypsies. In this section, I
interrogate the various ‘Gypsy related’ measures that were taken in the eighteenth
century Habsburg Empire. I look at these measures through the analytic lens of govern
mentality and analyze their relationship with the doctrines and practices of police and
their transformations. In the Roma related historiography, there is a trend to understand
these Gypsy related measures either as a dramatic culmination of historically earlier
approaches to Gypsy groups or as a more or less clear rupture with previous actions
against them. Ian Hancock (2002), for instance, considers the Habsburg enlightened
absolutist approach to Romani groups as a radical outcome of a Europe wide history of
persecution and violent expulsion of them. In one of his early works (Hancock 1987), he
even understands the Habsburg approach as the first serious large scale effort in
European history to exterminate the Roma. However, in the majority of academic works
that have analyzed or commented on Habsburg enlightened absolutism, these measures
are understood as the first large scale attempt in Europe at fully assimilating and settling
Romani groups.13 The works of Willems, Lucassen, and Matras discussed in the previous
chapter directly or indirectly follow this latter interpretation.

What the representatives of both academic traditions share, though, is to consider the
Habsburg measures taken in the second half of the eighteenth century as internally
coherent and uniform and as predominantly anti Gypsy. The four so called Gypsy

12 Various authors have reflected on the concept of medical police and its transformation at the end of the
eighteenth century (Rosen 1953; 1957; Lesky 1976; Foucault 2000d; 2000a; 2007b; Carroll 2002).
13 This has been put forward by a great number of authors (Liégeois 1986; Mayerhofer 1988; Kalvoda 1991;
Crowe 1991; Fraser 1995; Fricke 1996b; Stewart 1997; Guy 2001b; Kovats 2001b; Barany 2002; Achim 2004;
Acton 2004; Klímová Alexander 2004; Bancroft 2005; Ladányi and Szelényi 2006; Zimmermann 2007c).
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decrees that the Habsburg empress Maria Theresa introduced between 1758 and 1773,
for instance, have usually been analyzed as one consistent homogeneous set of assimila
tionist measures. What is more, many of the scholars who have discussed these and
other Habsburg measures suggest that they largely failed to achieve their aim of Gypsy
assimilation and settlement because the laws and regulations were not or not well
implemented at local levels. In this section, I contest both the assumption that these
measures were internally coherent or uniform, and that policy failure had primarily to
do with resistance against central rule at local levels. Analyzing the assimilationist mea
sures from the angle of police governmentality and its transformation, I will show that
these measures represent substantially different yet overlapping stages of the Habsburg
population approach. In this chapter, I will also argue that they gradually and ambiv
alently contributed to the formation of the Gypsies as a minority. Looking at the Habs
burg measures through the lens of governmentality also enables me to show that resis
tance is at work within the systems of power themselves, rather than outside policy
measures and power mechanisms (chapter 1). Toward the end of this section, I will inter
rogate some of the Habsburg technologies of population regulation beyond the policy
implementation or power resistance binaries.

If we look more closely at the development of the Habsburg policies in the second half
of the eighteenth century, we notice more than one important change in the approach to
Gypsy groups.14 Therefore, I argue for a more heterogeneous and ambivalent analysis of
these Habsburg policies than has usually been made in existing scholarship on this
theme. The first of the policy shifts is still in accordance with the rupture that several
scholars have observed: from expulsion to settlement and assimilation.15 Whereas, in
1749, empress Maria Theresa still ordered that vagrants, beggars from abroad, and
Gypsies had to be totally expelled from the Habsburg territories, less than a decade later
she changed her mind and chose a substantially different strategy. In what would be the
first in a series of four decrees, she ordained that the Gypsies had to be settled, taxed,
and subjected to the services of local rulers and landlords. This first edict of 1758 also
decreed that the Gypsies had to give up their horses and carts, and that they could only
leave towns and villages with permission from the local authorities, who had to register
the Gypsies’ exact routes in case of approval (Fraser 1995). In general, we can consider

14 More generally, particularly studies on the history of religious minorities in the Habsburg lands have
convincingly shown that we need to distinguish, at least, between the reigns of Maria Theresa and Joseph
II. In particular during the period of their co regency (1765 1780), mother and son had many disputes on
how to solve social unrest among the population. In these conflicts, Maria Theresa considered any form of
tolerance toward minority groups as a way to encourage lawlessness and anarchy and, therefore, as a way
to undermine her reign. On the other hand, Joseph II—partly influenced by how tolerance toward religious
groups had led to effectively managing social problems and to economic profits in other European
countries—was much in favor of a politics of relative tolerance toward minority groups (Katz 1973; Kann
1974; Karniel 1986; McCagg 1989, see also below).
15 The eighteenth century Habsburg Gypsy settlement policies were certainly not the first in European
history, for settlement was one of the central strategies to govern itinerant groups, including Gypsy ones, in
the Ottoman Empire. These settlement policies started after the Ottoman occupation of the Balkans, and no
later than the sixteenth century (Marushiakova and Popov 2001b). The eighteenth century Spanish Gypsy
approach bears resemblance to the Habsburg one, though the decisive shift from an approach dominated
by expulsion to one characterized by assimilation took only place after 1783 (Bernecker 2007).
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this edict as a way to achieve settlement through coercive yet primarily external measures.
Though these measures affected the daily lives of traveling Gypsy groups, these actions
did not aim at direct and internal interference with their lives but primarily at im
mobilizing and fixing them. By means of external tools—that they had to give up their
horses and carts expresses this externality best—their ‘nomadic way of life’ had to
change into a settled one. We can understand these measures as compliant with mer
cantilism: the main aim of the policy was to enrich the imperial treasury, no matter what
would be the (internal) consequences for those who were targeted. Indeed, restricting the
Gypsies’ movement, taking away their means to move, and enforcing settlement were
‘necessary means’ to adequately tax them and turn them into productive workers under
the supervision of local landlords—hence to make financial profit from them at the
imperial level.

The radical and sudden change in the approach toward Gypsy groups under Maria
Theresa’s reign needs to be seen, at least partly, in light of the first decisive steps toward
a more comprehensive population policy in the Habsburg Empire and a structural re
form and centralization of the Austrian Habsburg government. Due to severe population
losses as the consequence of violent conflicts with the Ottoman Empire, the Habsburgs
wanted to repopulate their territories and focus on strengthening their Empire internally.
As some authors have observed (Fraser 1995; Ladányi and Szelényi 2006) the need to
increase the population also increased the economic and social incorporation of Gypsies
in the Habsburg Empire in the latter half of the eighteenth century. From then on, the
Habsburgs tried to attract foreigners. Though they preferred German settlers, Serbian,
Bulgarian, Jewish, and Gypsy migrants also entered the Empire (Karniel 1986; Ladányi
and Szelényi 2006). Yet, we cannot fully understand the sudden shift in Maria Theresa’s
Gypsy policy without analyzing the change of the political and scientific approach to the
role of state sovereignty.

In 1746, Maria Theresa established the prestigious Theresianum, an institution that was
founded to educate the young nobility for state service and to sail round the conserva
tive influences of the Jesuits in the Empire’s educational system (Tribe 1988). More
generally, the founding of the Theresianum and the recalibrating of other imperial institu
tions had to strengthen the Empire internally, rather than extend it territorially. In 1750,
von Justi became one of the leading intellectuals at the Theresianum and also one of the
first who was going to contribute to a general reconsideration of the imperial population
policy and administrative practices. Then, in 1763, eight years after von Justi had left
Vienna for the University of Göttingen, von Sonnenfels became the first Viennese
professor of Cameralistic and police sciences and one of the most influential instructors
at the Theresianum. He is usually considered as one of the most important advisors to
Maria Theresa and Joseph II, and the leading person behind the codification of Austrian
criminal, administrative, and civil law. Von Sonnenfels substantially contributed to
Joseph’s Toleranzpolitik—his politics of tolerance toward religious minorities—and to the
reform of the Habsburg police system, including state church relationships, education,
poor relief, and the abolition of torture (von Sonnenfels 1775; Kann 1960; Karniel 1986).
His influence within the Habsburg educational system was significant. His main scholar
ly work, the three volume Grundsätze der Polizey, Handlung und Finanzwissenschaft, went
through eight editions between 1765 and 1822 and was required reading at all Austrian
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and some foreign universities between 1770 and 1845 (Ogris 2003). Moreover, for a long
period of time von Sonnenfels’s work was fully integrated into the daily practice of the
Habsburg Cameralists because, by imperial resolution it functioned as a test from 1767.
Administrative practices had to be adjusted to the main Cameralistic and police scientific
principles:

Following the will of the empress and her advisors, the Cameralistic science had to
work as a control mechanism. By continuously comparing theory and praxis,
Cameralism not only had to reveal deviancies in the existing constitution, but also to
initiate directions and guidelines for future developments. (Osterloh 1970: 133, my
translation)

The ongoing development of the Habsburgs’ Gypsy related measures and the emer
gence of Gypsy studies need to be seen in view of the rapidly increasing influence of the
Viennese Cameralistic orthodoxy on the imperial policies and on the Prussian academic
world, in particular after the 1750s.

Following the Cameralists’ claim on regulating the entire social body and the way in
which their pretensions and the rulers’ interests had become radically intermingled, the
next three of Maria Theresa’s ‘Gypsy decrees’ express a clear shift toward the internal
interference with ‘Gypsy’ affairs and lives.16 The second decree of 1761 illustrates this
turn toward a much more direct involvement. It mandates compulsory military service
for ‘fit’ Gypsy men older than sixteen. The decree also ordains that the last names of
Gypsies have to be changed into the neologisms ‘new Hungarians’ (újmagyarok), ‘new
peasants’ (Neubauer, újparasztok or neo rustici), ‘new citizens’ (Neubürger or újpolgár) or
‘new settlers’ (Neusiedler, újlakosok or neocolonus).17 Six years later, in 1767, the third
decree surpasses the second one when it comes to internal interference. It calls for the
entire abolition of the prevailing self organization of the Roma in the form of chieftains
and local tax collectors (voivodes) in order to fully integrate the Roma into the newly
developed centralized judicial system.18 Moreover, from now on the use of the Romani
language as well as the wearing of ‘Gypsy specific’ dresses and the occupation of
‘Gypsy specific’ professions is forbidden. In addition, each village has to organize a
census of its Gypsy population. The fourth and final decree of 1773 even interferes
internally in Romani family affairs by forbidding marriages between Roma and ordering
that Romani children older than five have to be taken away from their parents for the
rest of their childhood and educated by non Romani foster families, who had to be paid

16 Education, the administrative practices, and rule were strictly connected under Habsburg Enlightened
Absolutism. Maria Theresa and Joseph II were strongly opposed to scientific and educational developments
“which in pursuit of uncontrolled free research would deviate from utilitarian vocational goals for the
training of administrators and professional men” (Kann 1974: 192). As I have outlined above, these
‘vocational goals’ were mainly related to the Cameralistic and police scientific aims.
17 This element of the Habsburg policies also resembled the Spanish Gypsy policy. At the end of the
eighteenth century, the reference to ‘Gitanos’ was forbidden in Spain; as of 1783 the Roma were considered
to be Castellanos Nuevos or ‘new Castilians’ (Fraser 1995: 160 66; Bernecker 2007).
18 In terms of governmentality, we could consider the efforts of the Habsburg rulers to destroy the voivodes
structures as attempts to radically displace a specific form of Romani pastoral power based on chieftainship
and to replace them by new forms of governmentality (see also below).
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for their adoption services. From now on, intermarriages are encouraged—even finan
cially—though they can only take place if the future household is considered sustainable
and catholic (Mayerhofer 1988).

To an increasing extent, these edicts aim at the full, direct regulation of Romani lives.
This tendency would even go further under the rule of Maria Theresa’s son Joseph II,
who wanted to regulate the status of Romani groups in the Empire in a way as detailed
and all encompassing as possible. The Gypsy related measures that he installed repre
sent even more clearly the Habsburgs’ assimilative philosophy and their closely related
attempts to govern through an explicit concern with population. Apart from a number of
measures that were comparable to those of his mother, in De Regulatione Zingarorum (On
the Regulation of the Gypsies) of 1782, Joseph decreed that the Roma had to follow the
customs, eating habits, dress codes, and language of the village where they lived; that
they had to attend Roman Catholic church services weekly, follow the priest’s advices,
work in agriculture, and give up horse trading; that they could only perform music
when the work was done; and that Romani girls and boys had to be dressed and had to
sleep separately. In 1783, Joseph synthesized most of the measures that he and his
mother had taken before in a new decree, the so called Hauptregulatio, which consisted of
almost hundred regulations.19 A number of important new ones were added, such as the
restriction of the Roma’s market attendance and access to forges, the prohibition of name
changes and the return to a ‘Gypsy way of life,’ obligatory counting of Romani houses,
and obligatory monthly village reports on the Roma (Achim 2004).

Though these measures excel in attempts to regulate not only Romani lives but also
their ‘souls,’ it is important to note that Joseph’s measures differ at least in one important
respect from Maria Theresa’s. His measures also include some rights for the Roma. From
then on, landowners were charged with providing a parcel of land to the Roma who
worked on it. Gypsies were also given permission to build their own houses and to own
land. In a separate decree of 1783, Joseph II also forbade Gypsy serfdom in the county of
Bukovina, a part of the Ottoman Empire that had been incorporated in the Habsburg
lands in 1775 (Mayerhofer 1988; Achim 2004). As far as it is possible to interpret these
kinds of measures as a form of relaxation toward Romani groups, we could understand
them in light of Joseph’s politics of tolerance toward minorities. Though this politics—of
which von Sonnenfels has often been considered as one of the architects—in principle
affected religious minorities such as the Protestant, the Jewish, and the Orthodox, it is
hardly possible that the politics of tolerance, alongside the general tendency to humanize
the relationships with minorities, did not also affect the Gypsies.

The radicalism of the population policies of Maria Theresa and Joseph II was not at all
limited to the treatment of Gypsy groups. Until the codification of Joseph’s politics of
tolerance in the first half of the 1780s, Protestant and Jewish parents, for instance, were
also confronted with the often violent removal of their children in order to reeducate
them in the ‘good Catholic way.’ Jews were not allowed to trade horses, their marriages

19 Whereas Maria Theresa’s four decrees concerned the Roma in the Kingdom of Hungary (that is, today’s
Hungary including substantial parts of today’s Slovakia, Austria, Croatia, Serbia, Slovenia, Ukraine, and
Romania), Joseph’s measures of 1782 involved Transylvania exclusively. However, his regulation of 1783
involved both Transylvania and the Hungarian Kingdom.
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were heavily taxed to try to reduce the number of Jewish births, and they were often
criminalized—even seen as the most important group involved in banditry and religious
rebellion against the Empire and its interests (Karniel 1986; McCagg 1989). The tendency
in scholarship on the Roma to isolate the Habsburg Roma related measures from the
Zeitgeist, and from the treatment of other minority groups in particular, could easily lead
to taking these measures out of context and to suggesting that only Gypsy groups were
singled out for extreme measures.20 Similarly, we need to see the gradual change in the
character of the Gypsy related measures under Joseph II, as well as the main differences
between his policy and that of Maria Theresa, in light of his politics of tolerance, even
while this politics did not explicitly target Romani groups. Joseph’s extensive regulations
toward the Gypsies of 1782 83, for instance, show important similarities in style and
attitude with the edicts of tolerance (Toleranzpatente) of 1781 85 toward Jewish minorities
in the Habsburg Empire.21 The general attitude toward both minority groups is based on
the belief that it is necessary to reform their daily practices and behavior in order that
they could be tolerated. Of course, this could also be said of Maria Theresa’s approach.
But the crucial difference is that her measures toward both Jews and Gypsies were
chiefly based on a radically antagonistic approach, whereas Joseph’s politics of tolerance
gradually develops toward a form of regulation that also allows these minorities to
express some rights and freedom, though still at a minimum level.22 To be sure, Joseph’s
politics of tolerance did not really aim at equality for Protestants, let alone for Jews or
Roma. The tolerance discourse at the end of the eighteenth century became a substantial

20 However, Lucassen’s study (1996) on how police institutions in Germany dealt with Gypsy groups and
Härter’s analyses (2003) of similar issues include important comparisons with how Jewish groups had
historically been categorized.
21 According to both sets of regulations the Gypsies and Jews are, for instance, required to give up the use of
their own language (Romanes and Hebrew or Yiddish respectively), have the right to own land (but under
specific circumstances), need to give up certain ‘bodily practices’ (Jews were not allowed to wear beards;
Gypsies had to wear body covering cloths), and need to follow special rules to include their children into
the system of education. More generally, it is remarkable how group specific stereotypes have seemingly
governed the ways in which these regulations had been formulated. The fear that Jewish groups would
secretly conspire against the empire, for instance, resulted in a number of regulations that forbid them to
print books in their own language or to import them from abroad (Karniel 1986: 564 85, in particular 578).
Similarly, the fear that Gypsies would steal led to forbidding them to have or work for forges (to avoid
counterfeiting) or to wear dresses in which they “could conceal stolen items” (Achim 2004: 72). None
theless, both sets of regulations show also important differences. One of the most important ones is the
‘right’ of Jewish groups to maintain some of their own institutions, most notably Jewish schools (though
these schools, their teachers, and their curricula had to be supervised strictly).
22 This is also the way in which Wendy Brown has described the general policy shift toward Jewish minor
ities in late eighteenth and early nineteenth century European societies: “the formulation of and the answer
to the Jewish Question was framed as much by raison d’état as by political principle or considerations of Jewish
welfare, though the latter sometimes figured importantly in the justification and legitimization of emancipation. One
clear instance of this change in political orientation toward the Jews is the difference in both tenor and aim
between two Viennese policies separated by less than twenty years. Empress Maria Theresa’s Judenordnung
of 1764 was hostile and punitive, while Emperor Joseph II’s Toleranzpatent of 1782 was rational, benevolent,
and administrative” (Brown 2006: 52, 220n9, my emphasis). Though Brown’s distinction between the two
emperors is probably too strict, we can describe the shift in the approach toward Romani groups in similar
words, at least when we take into account the major differences between Maria Theresa’s five ‘Gypsy
decrees’ of 1749 73 on the one hand, and Joseph II’s De Regulatione Zingarorum and Hauptregulatio of 1782
83, on the other.
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and integral governmental part of the Habsburg population policy and an instrument to
strengthen the empire internally and to compete with Prussia (Katz 1973; Karniel 1986;
Brown 2006). Nonetheless, one of the unforeseen outcomes was that—in the course of the
years, particularly toward the Hungarian revolution of 1848—this politics of tolerance
would lead toward greater possibilities for minority emancipation.

Let me now turn to the ways in which various scholars have interpreted the Habsburg
population policies vis à vis their outcomes. As I have argued, Joseph’s politics of
tolerance toward different kinds of minorities articulates a crucial stage in the trans
formation of how the Habsburg authorities addressed the question of population. The
authors who have analyzed Habsburg absolutism as a rupture in the history of Roma
related policies and regulations usually give one of the following explanations. Either
they suggest that these measures represented daily practices of assimilation on the
ground. Or they put forward that these measures largely failed due to discrepancies
between the ‘intentions’ of the Habsburg Gypsy measures and the ways in which they
were implemented or resisted at local levels. In Willems’s and Lucassen’s works, for
instance, such resistances have not been part of their analyses.23 They have generally
restricted their analyses to the measures introduced by authorities, but not discussed
whether or not they were resisted in one way or another. The authors who explicitly
address the outcomes of the Habsburg Gypsy measures focus on the influential, yet often
unexpected outcomes of the Habsburg policies on the one hand, and their simultaneous
failure to really assimilate the target groups, on the other. They emphasize that the
desired sedentarization of these groups was achieved in some of the Empire’s central
regions, such as in Austria’s Burgenland (Mayerhofer 1988), but certainly not in all of its
territories. These authors also stress that ethnic and linguistic assimilation did not really
take place on the intended scale and that Gypsy groups were able to develop, maintain,
or even strengthen their ethnic and linguistic identity. In the literature, we find several
reasons for forms of resistance against the imperial measures: landlords and landowners
did not want to conform to centralized rule for they had their own reasons to maintain
local governance systems (Guy 1975; Achim 2004; Trehan and Kóczé 2009); financial and
logistic means to implement the measures simply lacked (Mayerhofer 1988; Zimmer
mann 2007c); Roma escaped to places where the policies were not or not strictly imple
mented; Roma continued to marry and interact with each other according to their own
laws (Fraser 1995; Barany 2002; Härter 2003); the impact of the measures was only
temporary for after Joseph’s death many Roma returned to an itinerant ‘way of life’
(Tká ová 2002; Achim 2004), the impact of the actions was very indirect for only by the
mid nineteenth century these policies began to work (Ladányi and Szelényi 2006), etc.

Yet, while these elements certainly point to discrepancies between rule and its out
come, the idea behind these various interpretations of resistance seems to be to juxtapose
(central) rule to (local) resistance in a way that I have criticized (chapter 1). Such distinc
tions assume that we can separate out governmental policies on the one hand, from the
processes of their ‘messy’ enactment and implementation, on the other. Juxtaposing rule

23 Nevertheless, Willems (1997: 32 34) addresses the discrepancies between policies and their imple
mentations when he discusses the Habsburg enlightened absolutist rules’ approach to beggary (a view that
he mainly derives from Bernard 1979).
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and contestation in this way also assumes that resistance is something that is external to
how rule functions and comes into force. Admittedly, we could see, for instance, the
refusal of landowners and local rulers to implement centralized imperial rules as a form
of resistance that is to some extent internal to rule. Yet, we need to acknowledge in a
more fundamental way the constitutive role of resistance in how rule operates. This issue
relates to my remark in the previous section that, in the late eighteenth and early nine
teenth centuries, the dominant art and rationality of government—represented by the
view that the sovereign can entirely know and govern his subjects—was increasingly at
variance with the developing Cameralistic, police scientific governmental technologies
that aimed at the thorough regulation of population groups. Put differently, increasingly
the instruments that were developed to problematize the question of population did not
fit with the general juridico political way in which problems of sovereignty and the state
were framed and codified. The dystopian dream of a totally administered society and the
belief in the possibility of the full institutionalization of direct rule (chapter 3) were
seriously challenged by how this vision was actually materialized and discussed.24

The way in which the police scientific rationalities and technologies gradually trans
formed and, as we will see below, collapsed, can be illustrated by how the census was
incorporated in the developing Habsburg population policy. I consider the census as a
specific way in which Gypsy groups were problematized at the turn of the eighteenth
century and as a governmental instrument that tells us more about the transformation of
Gypsy problematization occurring at the time. In the census, the discursive and tech
nological dimensions in which these groups were framed come together. In light of
transforming governmentalities at the end of the eighteenth century, I analyze the census
as an ambiguous tool in which the internal contestation and transformation of rule be
came manifest. As I explained in chapter 1, an understanding of resistance as something
that is integral to the shaping of power relations allows for a conception of politics as
“relations of contest or struggle which are constitutive of government, rather than
simply a source of programmatic failure and (later) redesign” (OMalley et al 1997: 505).
By means of an analysis of the Habsburg census, I will show that the ‘policy tools’
themselves were already constitutive of a form of government that could no longer be
considered as an unproblematic, uniform representation of the Cameralistic aim at
governing the population directly and in its entirety.

24 In one of the latest (and best) articles that the German historian Michael Zimmermann wrote before his
death in 2007, he suggests that, since the end of the eighteenth century, the difficulty for state authorities to
implement a coherent Gypsy policy was not in the first place related to the discrepancy between the
formulated policy and the reach of state institutions—as it had often been before that time. Rather, from
now on “the differentiation of the political system has blocked the sought ‘solution of the Gypsy Question’”
(2007c: 35, my translation). Without any further explanation, Zimmermann interestingly suggests that the
functional differentiation of society into different relatively autonomous social spheres has basically
challenged any attempt at directly governing Romani groups. Yet, whereas Zimmermann’s work could
generally be characterized by his careful description of the internal differences and paradoxes of regimes,
discourses, and policies—most of all of those during the Nazi times—in his representation of the emergence
of Gypsy studies in the eighteenth century he generally follows Willems’s attitude to highlight the influence
of Grellmann’s work and to understate the many voiced character of Enlightenment approaches to Gypsy
groups (see 2007c: 34 35).
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The codification of Joseph’s politics of tolerance in the first half of the 1780s was intro
duced at the same time as the census among substantial parts of the imperial population
(Dickson 1987), including Gypsy groups (Achim 2004). These censuses illustrated very
well the way in which Habsburg authorities tried to map the Romani part of the popu
lation in its entirety. The censuses gave information on issues as diverse as the Gypsies’
professions, their eating habits, on how many of them lived in huts or in houses, their
ways of dressing, and how many of them owned land or were engaged in horse trading.
These censuses paid special attention to the behavior and circumstances of children and
how their family lives were organized. The censuses inform us, for instance, about the
number of Gypsy children ordered by gender, how many of them lived separated from
their parents and how many of these children went to school, for what kind of
professions these young Gypsies were trained, etc. (Achim 2004).

We cannot interpret these ‘data’ on Gypsy behavior and family relations, their dress
and housekeeping, their customs and productivity, their life expectancy and more or less
risky lifestyles without relating them to the Habsburg regulations discussed above. Some
scholars (Mayerhofer 1988; Achim 2004) understand these statistical data as merely ‘the
state of affairs,’ representing the situation of the Gypsies in the Empire after measures
that were implemented by the rulers. Consequently, they read these data directly and
quantitatively: as a means to see how many Gypsies actually changed their lives in the
direction of assimilation and sedentarization. However, we need to be cautious with
such a historical and straight interpretations. These statistics themselves embody a
central technique of government that does not simply “offer us a comprehensive tableau
of the Gypsy population” (Achim 2004: 74), but, rather, tells us something important
about the transformation of the approaches to the Gypsy population. Put differently,
these statistics do not simply represent the new demographic situation, but articulate a
newly emerging problematization of Gypsies.

These statistics do not inform us about how they passively articulate existing or
emergent differences between the submissive and the restive or the assimilated and the
not yet assimilated. Rather, they inform us about how statistical tools actively produce
these differences and categories, as well as their postponements and displacements. Seen
from this perspective, it becomes possible to consider the 1780 83 censuses among the
Habsburg Gypsy population, and the parallel introduction of the 1782 83 Gypsy regula
tions, as the appearance of a new set of problems—or better as a new set of what I,
following Foucault, call problematizations (see the introduction, chapter 1). In what way
do these statistics inherently relate the regulation of Gypsy groups to a new set of prob
lems? In a tentative yet clear way, these Gypsy regulations and censuses relate ‘Gypsy
lifestyles’ and ‘professions’ to issues such as their productivity, fertility, life expectancy,
health in general, and the possible improvement of their children’s educational back
ground and mental and physical condition. In other words, we can observe an increasing
focus on their biological and bodily traits, on the environment in which they live, and,
more generally, on variables, which clearly transcend the juridico political sphere and
have a dynamics that cannot be governed directly, at least not by juridico political
instruments. How do we need to understand this dynamics and the way in which it
functions as a kind of quasi autonomous, self governing mechanism, like a living
organism? I will only fully answer this question later, when I address the relationship
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between bio politics and forms of minority self articulation that have appeared since the
late eighteenth century. Yet, I could give a first, tentative answer to this question by
analyzing how the sphere of the family, considered as an object of government, became
rearticulated at the end of the eighteenth century. As I will argue below, these censuses
show, firstly, that the members of a family are no longer only subjects “bound together
in a territory who are obliged to submit to their sovereign” (Dean 1999: 107). As the
censuses clarify, family members are also “living, working, and social beings, with their
own customs, habits, histories, and forms of labor and leisure” (ibid). Thus, the way in
which these censuses approach the conception of family represents a different notion of
the governed: they are no longer primarily seen as the servants of the sovereign, but,
rather, as living, working, and social beings who are included in a population character
ized by its own biological, economic, and social dynamics. Secondly, these censuses
show that the Habsburg Gypsy population was not primarily targeted in terms of its
size, as merely a more or less extensive collection of living human beings. Rather, from
the late eighteenth century on the Gypsy population has increasingly been approached
as a “kind of living entity with a history and a development, and with possibilities of
pathology” (ibid), and, consequently, it has been problematized in bio political terms
that have also made it possible to approach Gypsy populations in terms of origin,
belonging, and development (see chapter 3 and below).

The way in which the regulations and censuses pay attention to the body, mind, and
development of the Gypsy child, for instance, expresses not so much a preoccupation
with the number of children and, hence, with the necessity of achieving a large and
healthy population—as the focus of ‘good police’ would imply. Rather, this focus articu
lates a preoccupation with childhood as the crucial period of life in which the physical,
moral, and economic conditions of the survival to adulthood need to be fulfilled and,
therefore, as an age of life that needs to be carefully regulated. Measures such as the
required wearing of clothes, the obligatory separation of boys and girls during their
sleep, the desired fostering of children by non Gypsy parents, the prohibition of Gypsy
marriages, the simultaneous encouragement and supervision of intermarriages, and the
mapping of the professions for which the children were trained can all be read in light of
the increased focus on the bio political management of Gypsy childhood and of the
Gypsies as a minority part of the population more generally. Moreover, these measures
express the emergence of the simultaneous regulation of the Gypsies at the individual
and the collective level. Two different strategies intersect, namely the efforts to direct the
reproduction of the collective Gypsy part of the population by making them productive
and profitable on the one hand, and the attempts to regulate their individual gender, sex,
and marital relationships, on the other. The family, which, in classic Cameralistic
thinking, could not be thought of as something outside the realm of the government of
the state, is increasingly going to appear as a kind of quasi independent and auto
nomous bio political relay between the individual and the collective and as both a source
and an instrument of medical, biological, economic, and social forms of regulation:

The family is no longer to be just a system of relations inscribed in a social status, a
kinship system, a mechanism for the transmission of property; it is to become a dense,
saturated, permanent, continuous physical environment that envelops, maintains, and
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develops the child’s body … [The family] organizes itself as the child’s immediate
environment, tending increasingly to become its basic framework for survival and
growth. (Foucault 2000d: 96, my italics)

Of course, the required tutoring of Gypsy children by non Gypsy foster parents incon
trovertibly points to the conviction that the ‘detrimental’ Gypsy parental environment is
a central part of the ‘problem.’ Yet, the same belief expresses the idea that a ‘decent and
healthy’ parental milieu in itselfwould contribute to the good government of a child’s life
toward courteous and responsible adulthood.

Indubitably, the rationale behind the Gypsy regulations and censuses was still the
belief in the malleability and precise conduct of Gypsy families—and of the Gypsy
minority population more generally. However, the meticulous mapping of ‘Gypsy habits
and customs’ from gender and sex relations to school attendance, and from family plan
ning to career records shows that these statistics themselves started to focus on the regu
lation of processes that had no juridico political nature nor could be straightforwardly
dealt with by sovereign mechanisms. Hence, with the emergence of this modern form of
statistics

Population was no longer pliable, to be manipulated by enlightened leaders, but the
product of recalcitrant customs and natural laws that stood outside the domain of mere
politics. Government could not dominate society, for it was itself constrained by
society. (Porter 1986: 26, my emphasis)

The conviction that thorough knowledge of a state was indispensable in order to govern
it in its entirety had led to the emergence of Cameralistic and police sciences as ‘the
sciences of the state.’ Yet, the various ways in which these sciences gradually started to
map populations and their dynamics simultaneously revealed that these form of statis
tics were less and less compatible with the centralization and institutionalization of
direct rule. Put differently, the emergent forms of the “government of population re
quire[d] regulations and modes of intervention, which gradually transcend[ed] the
absolutistic sovereignty’s opportunities to operate” (Lemke 1997: 168, my translation).
The statistics to which the Cameralistic obsession with the total regulation of the popu
lation led expose that the model of sovereign government that was based on the
possibility to entirely know and govern the population and all its internal relations—as if
it was a family household led by a houseparent—was going to be broken:

Whereas statistics had previously worked within the administrative frame and thus in
terms of the functioning of sovereignty, it now gradually reveals that population has its
own regularities, its own rate of deaths and diseases, its cycles of scarcity, and so on;
statistics also shows that the domain of population involves a range of intrinsic,
aggregate effects, phenomena that are irreducible to those of the family, such as epidem
ics, endemic levels of mortality, ascending spirals of labor and wealth; lastly it shows
that, through its shifts, customs, activities, etc., population has specific economic
effects. Statistics, by making it possible to quantify these specific phenomena of
population, also shows that this specificity is irreducible to the dimensions of the
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family. The latter now disappears as the [central] model of government … On the
other hand, what now emerges into prominence is the family considered as an element
internal to population, and as a fundamental instrument in its government. (Foucault
1991a: 99, my emphasis)

Consequently, the gradual shift of how the developed governmental technologies
affected their subjects and objects of government implies, firstly, the slow but sure recog
nition of spheres—the economy, the family, and society more generally—outside the
realm of the state that could not effectively be governed by sovereign instruments.
Secondly, this shift went together with the development of bodies of knowledge that
began to analyze the processes and mechanisms by which these spheres were internally
organized. These two implications are related to the gradual and parallel emergence of
the state society distinction and the social and human sciences that I discussed in chap
ters 1 and 2 and to which I will return more extensively in the context of Cameralism
below.

Having arrived at this point, we could also ask whether this late eighteenth century
development of an assimilationist form of Gypsy minority governance implies the con
tinuation of forms of population regulation, now with other means, namely indirect, bio
political ones. Does this transformation, though it complicates the idea of direct rule, not
merely point to closer, rather than weaker ties between stigmatization, racialization, bio
politicization, and diminished opportunities for Romani minority self articulation? To
some extent, it clearly does, as a number of historians have argued. In chapter 3, I dis
cussed how Willems and Lucassen approach the issue of Gypsy stigmatization. How
ever, in this chapter my main point at issue is not primarily associated with the question
of whether the late eighteenth century transformation of population regulation is related
to such closer or weaker ties between stigmatization and self articualtion. Rather, in
what follows, I will argue for an interlinking of these newly emerging, bio political forms
of population regulation with new opportunities to express forms of cultural agency.
Willems and Lucassen suggest that the ‘one nation one people one language’ narrative
has solely contributed to a tradition of Gypsy stigmatization. Contrary to their view, in
the next part of this chapter, I will argue that these forms of ‘nationalism’ have also had
intimate relations with opportunities for minoritized groups to represent themselves
along the lines of ethnicity, culture, or nation in order to critique their own stigma
tization and bio politicization. In this line of reasoning, it is possible to perceive the
emergence of the articulation of ‘nation’ and ‘culture’ in terms of Bildung as much more
ambivalent—at least not necessarily only negative—than Willems and Lucassen suggest.
The explanation of the ambivalence of this tradition will also show that this emergent
articulation in terms of Bildung has something important in common with late Cameral
ism that will finally also shed another light on the works of Grellmann and Rüdiger.
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PROTO LIBERALISM AND THE EMERGENCE OF THE SOCIAL IN LATE CAMERALISM

The gradual transformation of the Habsburg policies can be better understood by anal
yzing the parallel transformation of Cameralistic theories. In this section, I wil analyze
how the latter transformation gradually opened up a space for critiquing forms of bio
political population regulation. As I have discussed above, in the case of the prevailing
police scientific conception of population regulation, we cannot yet speak of society as a
separate, self organizing, and quasi autonomous sphere, at least not in the sense of the
state society distinction typical of liberal forms of governmentality (chapter 2). Yet, in
von Sonnenfels’s works we can observe the emergence of an important ‘proto liberal’
distinction between the social and the political sphere:

Gradually more and for the first time, the scope of the political starts to be distin
guished from that of the social, which is founded on human dignity and humanity
and which has become an aim in itself. In particular when it comes to this new orient
tation, the influence of von Sonnenfels on the Austrian period of reform cannot be
overestimated. (Osterloh 1970: 74, my translation)

George Rosen has formulated the emergent distinction between the social and the polit
ical sphere as follows:

In passing from Justi to Sonnenfels, there is a definite feeling of having passed from
one intellectual climate to another. While Sonnenfels stood squarely on Cameralist
grounds, adhering to the idea of enlightened absolutism, he also reflected the contem
porary humanitarian demand for social justice as well as the enlightenment of the
French philosophes. (Rosen 1953: 34) 25

A state society distinction is not yet established on liberal grounds. Nonetheless, it is
made on the basis of the emergence of an understanding of human dignity that touches
upon the way in which critics of eighteenth century imperialism, such as Kant and
Herder, conceptualized it in connection with cultural human agency (chapter 3). The
emergence of such a separate social sphere could be illustrated by, for instance, von
Sonnenfels’s insistence on the simultaneous development of workhouses, poorhouses,
and the like, on the one hand, and of adequate poor relief, care of the elderly, and other
forms of welfare provision, on the other. Without the latter institutions, he puts forward,
the former would radically fail in achieving their main aims.

The proximity of von Sonnenfels’s thought to disclosing a social sphere is also ex
pressed in his understanding of dignity (Ehre). Dignity is “the esteem of the honesty of a
citizen” (von Sonnenfels 2003 [1765]: 193, § 294, his emphasis, my translation). There are
different reasons why dignity is brought into discussion. Von Sonnenfels points to the

25 Albion Small, one of the first historians of Cameralism, describes the shift from von Justi to von
Sonnenfels in similar terms: “One feels in passing from Justi to Sonnenfels that a watershed has been
crossed, and that one is within the borders of another territory. Speaking literally, the mere fact that
Sonnenfels makes the conscious attempt at modernism involved in adopting a corrected orthography
makes the reader aware of a transition” (2001: 411).
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fact that, in many countries, disrespect is caused by a dubious tradition in which dis
respect is directly linked with someone’s birth, a lifestyle, a profession, an act that some
one practices purposely or accidentally, or with a legal punishment. In this context, von
Sonnenfels mentions the Gypsies (Zigeuner) as a group that in many countries is con
sidered as not deserving respect and dignity at all. Von Sonnenfels, however, unambig
uously rejects practices that instigate individual or collective disrespect on one of these
grounds, because such disrespect harms “the public and private welfare.” Such practices,
von Sonnenfels argues, are based on the untenable idea that disrespect is transferable
from individuals to collectives or from the one generation to the next (2003: 193 94, § 295
96).

More generally, we can observe a number of important transformations in Von
Sonnenfels’s version of Cameralism that indicate a shift toward early liberal forms of
population regulation. In studies of governmentality, the transition from police scientific
to liberal forms of governmentality and the related emergence of a state society distinc
tion are usually related to three important parallel transformations that I have already
discussed in passing: (1) the displacement of the position and politico juridical instru
ments of the sovereign; (2) a farewell to a family or household based conception of the
economy, and (3) the emergence of a notion of population that does not primarily rely on
its permanent extension, but, rather, on its own autonomous regularities and principles,
which are no longer directly knowable and governable by state institutions and their
sovereign means (Lemke 1997). These three points are closely related and overlap, for the
emergence of an autonomous social sphere that encompasses the economy, the private
and familiar sphere, and other dimensions of civil society implies that the sovereign can
no longer directly know and govern these spheres as if she is in the position of someone
who rules and governs the state as an extended household (see also chapter 2).

At each of these three points we can observe a clear transformation in the works of
von Sonnenfels. Firstly, he breaks with the kind of mercantilism that was still central to
von Justi’s Cameralism. Unlike the latter’s idea that the welfare of the state in itself is its
central aim, von Sonnenfels argues that the increase of wealth of the imperial chamber
can only be a means to the end to increase the welfare of every single citizen. Thus, the
augmentation of the general welfare of the state is no aim in itself, but always and
ultimately a means to a social goal (von Sonnenfels 1787). Accordingly, the role of sove
reignty changes under these conditions of population regulation. The sovereign no
longer rules the state as if it is an extended household, but has to accept the population’s
own regularities, which she cannot directly influence. The implication of this aspect of
von Sonnenfels’s thought is that the role of the monarch vis à vis society is going to be
redefined: “the welfare of the people no longer depends on the ruler, but, conversely, the
position of the ruler is dependent on the own dynamics of the salus publica” (Osterloh
1970: 43, my translation). While von Sonnenfels does not clearly explain what he con
siders as salus publica—literally the health of the public or a population—the reference in
his work to its own dynamics suggests a displacement of the sovereign and her juridico
political instruments to govern a territorialized population. Indeed, if the population has
a dynamics that is different from that of the state, the sovereign is not well able to know
and, consequently, to govern the population directly. What ‘remains’ for the state, is to
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try to fulfill as adequately as possible the conditions under which a population can de
velop in a ‘healthy’ way.

In the context of the emerging social sphere, a striking case in point is that von
Sonnenfels is in favor of abandoning every form of state interference and of every
privileged form of economic interaction that hinders the development of an individual’s
pursuit of profit (von Sonnenfels 1771). He suggests that we need to encourage forms of
entrepreneurship and individual development that first of all contribute to the happiness
of the individual and, indirectly, to that of the state. Von Sonnenfels’s profound trans
formation of classic Cameralism has led Karl Heinz Osterloh to conclude that:

[Von Sonnenfels’s] newly constructed model of society, which is based on the
emancipated individual, essentially no longer allows for any kind of limitation to the
citizen’s pursuit of profit. From now on, the aims of the enlightened Cameralistic
sciences are the far reaching development of the social economic foundations of
urban and rural forms of production and the transition to a system of individualistic
market economy … Thus, enlightened Cameralism resulted into the large wave of
liberalization that the Austrian monarchy underwent during the last decade [HvB: the
1770s] of Maria Theresa’s reign. (Osterloh 1970: 80 81, 95, my translation)

Once more, I want to emphasize that we can only understand these forms of liberal
ization from a proto liberal point of view. Nevertheless, in von Sonnenfels’s work a clear,
internal ambivalence, if not contradiction, becomes manifest. On the one hand, he still
does not want to relinquish the Cameralistic belief in the possibility to know and govern
a population in its entirety. Moreover, his conception of population relies on its qualita
tive and quantitative extension and on a balance between production and consumption
that is at odds with classic liberal market economic principles.26 At the same time,
however, von Sonnenfels’s plea for social forms of population regulation is at odds with
the principal ways in which he conceptualizes population. Consequently, his renewed
conceptualization of the classic Cameralistic and police scientific principles simultane
ously inaugurates the dissolution of the Cameralistic orthodoxy. Indeed, his under
standing of dignity, inter subjective relations, economic interaction, and an individual’s
pursuit of profit and happiness relies on a vitality of the social milieu, with the individ
ual embedded in it, who needs to be left untouched by state institutions. Von Sonnenfels

26 Mitchell Dean has put forward that “we should insist on at least a primary disjunction between pre and
post Malthusian conceptions of population and its ramifications for governmental rationalities” for only a
Malthusian conception of population considers it as governed according to its own regularities (Dean 1999:
94). Thomas Malthus (1798) was one of the first who formulated a liberal concept of population, which re
conceptualizes the relationship between state interventions, human happiness, and the internal, ‘natural’
dynamics of a population. According to Dean, “the core of the Malthusian theory of population is its postu
lation of a constant, unalterable tendency towards overpopulation which is given by the comparative rates
of increase of human population and its means of subsistence” (1991: 76). Though I agree with Dean and
others who suggest distinguishing between pre and post Malthusian conceptions of population, one of the
arguments of this chapter, and of my analysis of von Sonnenfels’s work in particular, is that any clear
distinction between such concepts and correlated practices needs to be contested. Foucault (2000d), in his
analysis of health in the eighteenth century, also suggests a more gradual transformation than Dean has
proposed on the basis of his discursive analysis of Malthusian theories.
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discourages intervention not only on the basis of moral reasons, but also, and more
importantly, because such interferences would harm the individual and, thus, govern the
state ineffectively. Thus, on the one hand, von Sonnenfels’s call for a radical relaxation of
those Habsburg imperial interventions that hindered the individual’s development is
motivated on proto liberal grounds. On the other hand, however, his suggestion that
such interventions harm any well governed state comes very close to the liberal idea that
population developments have their own, internal dynamics, which cannot directly be
governed by state institutions (see also chapter 2).

Insofar as von Sonnenfels’s reconceptualization of Cameralism implies its unavoid
able contamination by a kind of proto liberalism and inaugurates Cameralism’s slow but
sure breakdown, we can also link the spirit of his work to the ambivalence of Enlighten
ment thought and the plural way in which we need to understand it (chapter 3). His
thought—including its influence on scientific developments and Habsburg imperial
policies—reveals the internal ambivalences of Cameralism. It shows that the counter
conducts with regard to police scientific forms of rationality are not external, but entirely
internal to them (for my discussion of the concept of counter conduct, see chapter 1).27 At
the same time, this is yet another important motivation against a too easy opposition
between universalism and particularism or between imperialism and anti imperialism in
Enlightenment thinking (chapter 3).

BIOPOLITICS, ORGANICISM, AND PROSPECTS FOR MINORITY SELF ARTICULATION

If the vital milieu to which I have referred above can be considered as a precursor to the
liberal perception of a self organizing society, which is governed by its own relatively
autonomous mechanisms and principles, we also need to dwell on its meaning more
extensively. We could understand the emergence of this vital environment in view of
“the historical coincidence of the rise of European nationalism with the decline of the
mechanistic metaphor of the state and the corresponding articulation of an organismic meta
phor” in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries (Cheah 2003: 19, my empha
sis). In moral and political philosophy, as well as in theories of political and cultural
nationalism, the reform of the late eighteenth century enlightened absolutist state has
often been figured as “the transformation of a machine into a living creature” (ibid 26),
which involved imparting the state with the capacity of self organization. What I, follow
ing Pheng Cheah, introduce here as the ‘organismic metaphor’ includes the different
ways in which, since the late eighteenth century, various modes of governance have
been compared with forms of “organic life as a dynamic process of self formation and
self generation, a spontaneous, rational purposive and auto causal becoming” (ibid 25).
As I will explain in this section, “the idea of organic life represents a rupture from rigidly
mechanistic conceptions of the world” (ibid). Different conceptions of the organism

27 Therefore, the word ‘counter’ in Foucault’s concept of counter conduct is somewhat unhappy (see 2007b:
201 02, 214 15). It too much suggests that counter conducts are a reply to dominant forms of conduct and
governmentality, while, as I argued in chapter 1, ‘dominant’ and ‘counter’ forms of conduct need to be con
sidered as largely co constitutive of governmental practices.
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“give rise to different uses of the organismic metaphor” (ibid) in the context of political
organization, but also, more generally, in those of human life, language, and labor and
the ways in which these categories have become historicized. Following Foucault, we can
understand these epistemological transformations as processes in which the “entry of life
into history” (1990a: 141) takes place and, simultaneously, the entry of historicity into
notions of life, language, and labor (Foucault 2005b: chapter 8).28 In this section, I will
explain how the articulation of the organismic metaphor and the closely related emer
gence of bio politics have historically gone hand in hand with opportunities for minority
self articulation.

In the police scientific rationality of the state, its welfare is primarily understood in
terms of mechanical balance and cause and effect. Indeed, specific measures and
regulations are regarded as directly affecting individuals and their behaviors. In their
turn, these affects are considered as directly influencing the welfare of the entire state.
Cameralism is generally preoccupied with ideas of balance, such as those between pro
duction and consumption and between a state’s internal and external order that have to
guarantee ‘the balance of Europe’ that I discussed in chapter 2. The relationships be
tween a state’s subjects, between them and the state, as well as between various Euro
pean states are all largely modeled on the laws of mechanics. More in general and most
importantly, the enlightened absolutist way in which the Habsburg Empire was gov
erned in itself expresses the view that a state can be governed from the top down and
from the outside, by an external power or force. Indeed, the police sciences start from the
idea that the sovereign occupies a place above the state from which he could entirely
oversee his reign—an idea that could be considered as a reinforcement of the Hobbesian
notion of the state as an artificial man and of the Cartesian mechanistic perception of the
human body (Cheah 2003).

However, as soon as individuals as well as groups of individuals are to be understood
as embedded in a milieu that needs to be left untouched by direct interventions, and on
which one can only act indirectly, the mechanistic metaphor of the state loses ground to
an organismic one as the basis for how social spheres are organized. The reform of
Habsburg enlightened rule as von Sonnenfels envisioned it implied imparting the state
the capacity of a fundamental form of self organization. In this conception, the modern
state functions increasingly “like an organism conceived as a living system that must
survive by means of its feedback mechanisms” (Deuber Mankowsky 2008: 139). In the
modern liberal conception of the state to which the organic idea of political organization
would gradually lead, state institutions are not external, but entirely internal to the social
body and, therefore, can no longer control it in its entirety. In Foucault’s reflection on the
late eighteenth century transformations of the perception of population, he suggests that

the milieu appears as a field of intervention in which, instead of affecting individuals
as a set of legal subjects capable of voluntary actions—which would be the case of
sovereignty—and instead of affecting them as a multiplicity of organisms, of bodies

28 John Neubauer (1999) has convincingly argued that Foucault (2005b) tends to present these entries as
relatively clear and homogeneous epistemological changes, rather than as unstable, polyphonic, and, thus,
ambivalent processes of cultural and historical transformation.
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capable of performances, and of required performances—as in discipline—one tries to
affect, precisely, a population. I mean a multiplicity of individuals who are and funda
mentally and essentially only exist biologically bound to the materiality within which
they live. What one tries to reach through this milieu, is precisely the conjunction of a
series of events produced by these individuals, populations, and groups, and quasi
natural events which occur around them … [In the various ways in which population
starts to be problematized at the end of the eighteenth century] we see the sudden
emergence of the problem of the ‘naturalness’ of the human species within an artificial
milieu. (Foucault 2007b: 21 22)

The ‘naturalness’ of a population has several meanings, which all start from the assump
tion that a population can no longer be seen as something that is simply something out
there, as a kind of primary datum that can be quantitatively extended—as most of the
police scientists and Cameralists still believed. Rather, it needs to be understood as
dependent on various variables, such as climate, material surroundings, commerce, the
circulation of wealth, customs, habits, public opinion, moral and religious values, and
the conditions of means of subsistence. These variables are not and cannot be transparent
to the sovereign’s action and, therefore, to a very considerable extent escape “the sove
reign’s voluntarist and direct action in the form of the law” (Foucault 2007b: 71). At
another level, this naturalness is related to a notion of freedom, which we necessarily
need to adopt to understand, for instance, the forms of disrespect that von Sonnenfels
wanted to minimize (see the previous section). Following the spirit of his work, we could
say that, in order to govern a state effectively, individuals need to be governed through a
conception of freedom that at least enables those actions and behaviors that are con
sidered as profitable for both them and the state (see also chapter 2). Finally, this natural
ness of a population is linked to the entry of ‘nature’ into the field of governmental
technologies of power—an entry that has become known in the context of Foucault’s
concept of bio power (chapter 1). A population becomes conceptualized as something
‘natural’ as soon as it is considered as a complex set of essentially infinite elements in
which we can observe constants and regularities as if it is an organic whole that lives its
own life. Here, we need to think of rates of birth and death, diseases, scarcity, fertility,
longevity, and the like, as well as of the parallel birth of modern statistics, demography,
medicine, etc., as the scientific disciplines that study and map these ‘natural’ phenom
ena. Thus, speaking about the vitality of a population or about a vital environment
implies that a population and the processes by which it is governed are considered as
developing according to their own dynamics as if this population and these processes
are self organizing and organic wholes, whose healthiness can only be influenced by
acting on “a range of factors and elements that seem far removed from the population
itself and its immediate behavior, fecundity, and desire to reproduce” (Foucault 2007b:
72).

Foucault relates the emergence of bio politics in the eighteenth century to the simulta
neous emergence of the modern social and human sciences as well as of what he has
called their disciplinarization (2005b). These sciences gradually developed into several
different disciplines or fields of study that increasingly started to focus on their own
‘well demarcated’ objects of study, their internal relationships, and their own criteria of
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selecting what could be qualified as relevant knowledge and what not. These develop
ments are not only in partnership; they are also dependent on each other. The attempts
at disciplining individual and collective bodies to make them productive and profitable
come with the disciplinarization of various fields of knowledge. They start to study how
human beings and the social, cultural, biological, and economic processes through which
they are governed can be separately analyzed and developed. As I have discussed above,
the problematization of population went hand in hand with a shift from sovereign trans
cendence to vital immanence. Simultaneously, a state’s direct governability was ques
tioned. Similarly, the topicality of population starts to intervene in the novel fields of
knowledge and their internal organization. Population now appears as a general cate
gory in newly emerging disciplines, such as political economy, biology, and historical
and comparative philology and linguistics. In each of these fields of knowledge the or
ganismic metaphor starts to largely determine the internal organization of the discipline
and how their objects of knowledge are reproblematized (Foucault 2005b: chapter 8).
Capital and the cumulative time of population and production are now conceived of as
having their own internal dynamics, which are related to the specific economic climate in
which they appear. Prefiguring the development of Darwinism, the human species, and
organic forms of life in general are increasingly understood as evolving according to
their own internal laws and regulations, which are dependent on the natural environ
ment in which the organisms are embedded and ‘struggle for survival.’ Languages are
no longer conceived as rooted in the things perceived, but in the active subjects that
speak them. Analyses of the emerging social and human scientific disciplines in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries clarify that the historicizing of life, language,
and labor as spheres that develop according to their own biological, linguistic, and
economic rules and principles was not caused by, but led to the focus on the alleged
origins of life, races, languages, scarcities, and needs:

it would be … inadequate to attribute this [late eighteenth century and early
nineteenth century] mutation to the discovery of hitherto unknown objects, such as
the grammatical system of Sanskrit, or the relation between anatomical arrangements
and organic functions in living beings, or the economic role of capital. And it would
be no more accurate to imagine that general grammar became philology, natural
history biology, and the analysis of wealth political economy, because all these modes
of knowledge corrected their methods, came closer to their objects, rationalized their
concepts, selected better models of formalization—in short, because they freed
themselves from their prehistories through a sort of auto analysis achieved by reason
itself. What changed at the turn of the [eighteenth] century, and underwent an
irremediable modification, was knowledge itself as an anterior and indivisible mode
of being between the knowing subject and the object of knowledge. (Foucault 2005b:
274)

These complex developments are also related to how new kinds of knowledge formation
and novel methods of comparison have led to the problematization and historicization of
Gypsy groups in cultural, racial, linguistic, developmental, and territorial terms. The
populationist turn at the end of the eighteenth century led, for the first time in Europe’s
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history, to homogenizing ‘the Gypsies’ as a ‘minority’ in the modern sense of this word,
and to problematizing them explicitly in terms of their government and self government.
Therefore, what we can call the emergence of the discipline of ‘Gypsy Studies’ represents
neither, as Matras (1999) suggests, the discovery of the hitherto unknown Indian roots of
the Romani languages, nor a necessarily better model of formalizing the relationship
between the Romani languages, their origin, and the subjects that speak them. Rather,
the materialization of the discipline of Gypsy Studies, as part of the more general articu
lation of new rationalities and technologies of power that took place at that time, rep
resents the formation of new bodies of knowledge and expertise that enabled scholars
and others to think of itinerant, marginal, non white, and otherwise ‘non fitting’ groups
in new ways and problematize them in terms of origin, development, Europeanness, and
the like. I will return to this theme at the end of this chapter.

From a more general point of view, we can say that, in the late eighteenth century, life
was introduced into politics and has generated bio politics, whereas historicity was
simultaneously introduced into notions of economy, nature, and language in the respect
tive forms of relatively autonomous economic laws, biological modes of evolution, and
linguistic rules:

Just as the living organism manifests, by its inner coherence, the functions that it
keeps alive, so language, in the whole architecture of its grammar, makes visible the
fundamental will that keeps a whole people alive and gives it the power to speak a language
belonging solely to itself. This means that the conditions of historicity of language are
changed at once: its mutations no longer come from above (from the learned elite, from
the small group of merchants and travelers, from victorious armies, from an invading
aristocracy), but take their being obscurely from below, for language is neither an
instrument nor a product—an ergon … but a ceaseless activity—an energeïa. (Foucault
2005b: 316, my emphasis)

The fact that the intrinsic logic of a language is no longer determined from above but
from below expresses that it is not perceived as something that is conditioned by some
thing that is external to language itself, but by something that organically regulates it
from within. This change—in which we can also recognize the central idea behind
various concepts of Bildung that emerged in German Enlightenment and Romantic
thought—is related to another approach to language that, since the late eighteenth cen
tury, was going to determine the development of modern linguistics:

The birth of philology became possible when a series of investigations in different
countries, particularly in Central Europe and also in Russia, for political reasons,
succeeded in identifying the relationship between a population and a language, and
in which, as a result, the problem was how in the course of history, and in terms of its
specific regularities, not of the population, but of its language, the population, as
collective subject, could transform the language it spoke. (Foucault 2007b: 78)

The political reasons for the birth of philology to which Foucault points have much to do
with the political developments in the Habsburg Empire I discussed and with the more
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general Enlightenment critiques of how different population groups were approached in
the Russian and Habsburg empires. In chapter 3, we saw how critics of Enlightenment
imperialism, such as Kant and Herder, called for the recognition of a kind of cultural
difference that did not simply mobilize a reified, essentially unchangeable or mechanistic
notion of culture. Rather, in these critiques culture and its Bildung are conceived as based
on an irreducible mode of cultural agency. Human beings, as the bearers of culture, are
seen as agents, who are not ‘mechanically’ determined by natural laws, but who are able
to transform themselves and their surroundings (Muthu 2003: chapter 2). Language, and
the notions of culture, Bildung, and nation more generally, appear as key concepts in
attempts to articulate individual and collective forms of social organization that go be
yond conceptions of human beings as merely determined by either natural laws or some
irreducible and unchangeable origins.29 Hence, the way in which the organismic meta
phor is articulated in the conceptualization of both population and nation plays a crucial
role in the emergence of both bio politics and a new understanding of the human subject
and her ability to express herself ‘freely’:

Organic life qua organized matter [is seen] as an analogue of freedom and, therefore,
as the paradigmatic metaphor for social organization and political life. [Instead of
being merely] an ideological mystification, the organismic metaphor can be seen as
fundamental to a new rational understanding of human action. (Cheah 2003: 5, 6)

I do not want to defend a concept of nation that expresses culture or a people genuinely
or organically. Rather, I have argued that thinking in terms of nation, Bildung or culture
is not only—and most of all not immediately and seamlessly—linked to cultural or
political nationalisms and their legacies—as, among many others, Willems suggests
(chapter 3). The organismic metaphor is inherent both to forms of cultural agency and
forms of nationalism. This implies that the nation form—and the concept of population
more generally—has an ambivalent and not necessarily only negative character. The
metaphor does not unavoidably and solely express itself in various forms of national
ism—for instance by means of the mystification and mythologizing of the true origin of a

29 At the end of the eighteenth century, the exact meanings of terms such as culture, nation, Bildung, and
Enlightenment were not yet clearly demarcated at all. In 1784, Moses Mendelssohn wrote that “the words
‘enlightenment’ [Aufklärung], ‘culture’ [Kultur], and ‘education’ [Bildung] are still newcomers to our lan
guage. At the present time they belong merely to the language of books. The common masses scarcely
understand them … Linguistic usage, meanwhile, appears to want to make a distinction among these
words which have similar meanings, but it has not yet had time to establish their borders. Education,
culture and enlightenment are modifications of social life, effects of the hard work and efforts of human
beings to improve their social condition” (1997: 313). For similar reasons, Foucault has suggested that we
cannot yet frame the eighteenth century emergence of the ‘nation’ form in terms of its historically some
what later conflations with the state. Indeed, at this moment, “the nation is by no means something that is
defined by its territorial unity, a definite political morphology, or its systematic subordination to some
imperium. The nation has no frontiers, no definite system of power, and no State. The nation circulates
behind frontiers and institutions” (Foucault 2004: 134). In the spirit of his late work, we can say that, while
‘national’ discourses and practices have emerged as heterogeneous forms of counter conduct, these modes
of conduct had gradually been governmentalized by the state and its apparatuses (in a similar way in
which the Catholic Church had increasingly adapted the counter conducts typical of the Reformation for
the Church’s own ends at the times of the Counter Reformation).
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people. Such interpretations underexpose how the same metaphor has also motivated
practices of freedom and self actualization, and a tradition of dissent and critique against
imperialism and states’ attempts to regulate their (minority) populations bio politically.30
In the next section, I will explain how we can read the work of the early ‘Gypsy scholar’
Rüdiger in this way.

Put somewhat differently, at the end of the eighteenth and the beginning of the
nineteenth century population appears as an epistemological form that is articulated into
two different yet interconnected directions: firstly, as a form of bio politics that aims at,
for instance, regulating minorities such as the Romani beyond but in constant inter
relationship with their juridico territorial regulation. Secondly, population has been
articulated as a historically and geographically specific form of human (inter)action that
is based on cultural agency and that could (but does not necessarily) challenge forms of
population regulation. Neither of these two forms of articulating population operates in
a vacuum; they are mutually dependent, but, at the same time, cannot be reduced to
each other. Perhaps we could even perceive these two forms as part of different kinds of
repertoires:

From one direction, then, population is the human species, and from another it is
what will be called the public … The population is … everything that extends from
biological rootedness through the species up to the surface that gives one a hold
provided by the public. From the species to the public; we have here a whole field of
new realities in the sense that they are the pertinent elements for mechanisms of
power, the pertinent space within which and regarding which one must act. (Foucault
2007b: 75)

In other words, population can be diversely articulated, and with different aims and
effects. The public sphere is not just one of the spheres through which a state tries to
govern its population, as in the practices of censorship under Habsburg enlightened
absolutism (von Sonnenfels 1765 73; Ogris 2003) or in those of Richelieu’s publicistes, who
were predecessors of modern election campaigners and employed to influence the public
opinion in Richelieu’s favor. The public sphere, whether articulated as a people, a nation,
or as civil society, is concomitantly a space in which individuals and collectives can
criticize state action and challenge existing modes of governmentality. The emerging
possibility to critique the dominant governmental reason in some individual or collective
form not only implies that there are moral reasons for critiquing state practices, hence
that we could adopt moral motivations to limit state action. It also and more importantly
implies a kind of Kantian, yet non transcendental critique according to which govern

30 My critique of a one sided interpretation of the nation form or population has affinity with Homi
Bhabha’s articulation of the ambivalence of how ‘the nation’ has historically been addressed. As he puts
forward “we … have a contested conceptual territory where the nation’s people must be thought in double
time; the people are the historical ‘objects’ of a nationalist pedagogy, giving the discourse an authority that
is based on the pre given or constituted historical origin in the past; the people are also the ‘subjects’ of a
process of signification that must erase any prior or originary presence of the nation people to demonstrate
the prodigious, living principles of the people as contemporaneity: as that sign of the present through which
national life is redeemed and iterated as a reproductive process” (2004: 208 09, his emphasis).
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mental reason is necessarily limited, because it cannot entirely know and, therefore, also
not directly govern its main target—the population.

THE EMERGENCE OF ‘GYPSY STUDIES’ REVISITED

All atrocities that one once committed in state and religious prosecutions against
Jews, Christians, Waldenses or maroon Negroes, were brought together in the outrage
against the Gypsies [Zigeuner]. (Rüdiger 1782: 46, my translation)

In light of the relationships between the various developments that I have analyzed in
the current and previous chapters, we can finally reevaluate the works of the early Gyp
sy scholars Grellmann and Rüdiger and their perception of the assimilative measures of
the Habsburg emperors. Rüdiger’s and Grellmann’s works on the Gypsies appeared at
almost the same time, in 1782 and 1783 respectively. Though every bio graphy has its
own specificity and peculiarities, these works were written in more or less the same aca
demic climate. They were influenced by and embedded in the same scientific traditions,
from the gradually ground losing but still influential Cameralistic and police scientific
tradition to the developing modern human and social sciences with their preoccupation
with organismic representations and figures. Yet, it was possible for two authors to write
with very different outlooks. This becomes clear from the very first pages of their works.
Grellmann starts with the observation that the Gypsies “are a people of the orient and
have an oriental way of thinking” (1783: 3, my emphasis and translation). In his entire
study, he does not discuss at all whether they are who they seem to be. Rather, he
considers their way of appearance identical with how they and their culture basically
are: “every custom, every understanding, which has once become usual among them …
drags on endlessly” (ibid).

Rüdiger, on the other hand, opens his essay with questioning whether the Gypsies
really are who they seem to be. Indeed, he stipulates that “the Gypsies are today, accord
ing to the way in which we see them traveling in front of our eyes…” (1782: 37, my emphasis
and translation). This sentence continues with some of the contemporary stereotypical
Gypsy representations. In the way in which his contemporaries approached the Gypsies,
Rüdiger immediately points to matters of subjectivity, historicity, self restriction, and
visualization. He questions how the Gypsies are perceived in his days, according to what
he calls the “costumes of the time and circumstances” and “our new fashioned, arbitrary
constitutional and international law” (1782: 42, 41, my translation). Rüdiger also ex
presses a sense of self restriction. He suggests that the subjective perceptions of the
Gypsies of his days can only be based on a one sided interrogation of ‘their culture.’ Both
from a scholarly and from a moral point of view, modesty is desirable and necessary for
we cannot pretend to know ‘their culture’ in its entirety.31

31 The expression of this self restriction and modesty returns more explicitly in a scholarly context, when, at
the end of his essay, Rüdiger remarks that he can only speculate about the historical reasons for the
Gypsies’ migration to Europe: “I dare not give a more detailed description of the reasons that motivated
their migrations. However, I am, even without the use of supportive tools too much of an outsider to this particular
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The difference between the two authors becomes even more pronounced, when they dis
cuss contemporary imperial and states’ approaches to Gypsy groups. Grellmann praises
the regulations of Maria Theresa and Joseph II to try turning the Gypsies into useful,
productive, and good Catholic citizens. He perceives the imperial measures as in
correspondence with the police scientific rationale to aim at welfare and a healthy and
extensive population. He criticizes the emperors’ predecessors—but implicitly also Maria
Theresa’s early approach—to expel the Gypsies from the Habsburg territories as a hasty,
unwise, and, most of all, an unprofitable decision. At this point, it helps quoting Grell
mann at length, for it is in this context that he most clearly expresses his general point of
view:

However, it was not only hastiness to expel [the Gypsies] directly from the country; it
was also wasteful. Maybe it sounds surprising, but it is undeniable as long as the
science of the state [Staatswissenschaft] tells that a bigger population would be better
than a smaller one … In a Gypsy, as Gypsy, no state would really lose something; yet,
it would profit by means of his estrangement [Entfernung], for then the state would
remove the barrier, which so far blocked common welfare. Every human being has
skills and strengths; the Gypsy, however, does not have these in the slightest. When
he does not know how to obediently deal with them, the state has to teach and
harness him until the aim has been achieved. Though the root of ruin [Wurzel des
Verderbens] lays already too deep in the first generation to be eradicated from scratch,
yet, from the second or third generation onward a continuous effort will be rewarded.
Now, think of the Gypsy, when he has stopped being a Gypsy; think of him with his
productiveness and his many descendants, who are all transformed into useful citi
zens; and one will feel how uneconomical it was to throw them away like trash …
Neither expulsion from the country would one have to fix on this people, nor would
one recommend discipline and galley slavery, but, rather, ensuring improvement of
their reason and ensuring a better heart. (Grellmann 1783: 139 40, 141 42, my trans
lation)

Grellmann comes to this conclusion after a long exposé of what he considers as the Gyp
sies’ habits, customs, laws, professions, rituals, religious practices, and their physical and
moral abilities and disabilities. The reiteration of the same kind of Gypsy oriental charac
teristics, yet in different settings (social, cultural, economic, religious, habitual, historical,
etc.), clearly guides his book toward a more extensive discussion of the danger and the
possible usefulness of the Gypsies for the state. The transformation of the Gypsies im
plies nothing else than their full assimilation, which would finally lead to their entire dis
appearance. From the beginning of Grellmann’s book, it becomes clear that the Gypsies
do not have the ability to transform themselves; it is only the state’s strict Gypsy
minority governance that could change and improve them into useful citizens. The ‘true
Gypsy’ is unmistakably characterized by evil and immorality. ‘Gypsi ness’ itself is the
only reason for a Gypsy’s evilness and if it were to disappear, the ‘Gypsy problem’

field of history in general and will leave it therefore to the actual historians” (1782: 84, my emphasis; translation
cited Matras 1999: 97).
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would be automatically solved. The improvement of the Gypsies means making them
completely profitable for the state, no matter what the internal consequences would or
could be for the people involved. In order to make full assimilation possible and its
successful implementation teachable, Grellmann perceives of them as potential ‘whiteys,’
only camouflaged by a persistent yet surmountable flavor of black filthiness.32

Rüdiger, on the other hand, puts the Gypsies’ repeated displacement and repression
by European majorities as well as the Gypsies’ slipping down into a ‘bad lifestyle’ firmly
in the perspective of his critique of how the European imperial powers have dealt with
population groups on the European continent and elsewhere in the world. He starts his
essay with a sturdy condemnation of how the Jews have been treated domestically and
how the European powers—from the Germans and the Spanish to the Dutch, the
Russians, and the British—have often cooked up excuses for the expansion of their
territories, religions, and lucrative forms of trade. Time and again, they found new ways
to justify their indefensible colonial adventures, their predatory incursions, and their
subjection or even erasure of entire peoples in parts of their countries or overseas colo
nies (Rüdiger 1782: 39 42). From the beginning of his analysis, Rüdiger is clearly not ‘in
search of the true Gypsy,’ at least not in the way in which Willems (1997) interprets the
title of his own book, namely as an attempt to clearly demarcate the Gypsies’ true nature.
Conversely, Rüdiger tries to unravel how socio cultural values and achievements that
are perceived as universal are actually related not only to an enlightened society, but
also to one that has cunningly suppressed how some of its ‘triumphs’ are achieved by
heavily abusing its powers. For that reason, Rüdiger’s discourse of social and cultural
transformation is in many respects different from Grellmann’s. When the former dis
cusses the improvement of the Gypsies, he does not mean assimilation. Rather, he calls
for the opportunity for Gypsies to be treated equally and to develop as a specific culture
or nation in their own right.

Matras remarks that “at the center of [Rüdiger’s] essay is an appeal for the acceptance
of the Gypsies as a nation in its own right and for a revision of society’s attitudes
towards them” (1999: 92). Willems, on the other hand, suggests that Rüdiger ultimately
does nothing else than depict the Gypsies as the last representatives of truly free natural
humans. They have justified theft on the basis of rejecting the existence of private
property and been marginalized because of this disdainful lifestyle and the final triumph
of the law of the jungle—that is, of the majority (Willems 1997: 80). Admittedly, Rüdiger
speaks of “strangers who live by their own laws of nature” (1782: 44, my translation and
emphasis) and of a world of difference (himmelsweit entfernt) between their and our way
of thinking, which has nonetheless been imposed upon theirs with disastrous con
sequences. Though Rüdiger certainly expresses a number of stereotypes, his suggestion
that the Gypsies live closer to nature than others is, even in his own narrative, not with
out ambivalences. He presents this view while discussing past conflicts between the

32 Indeed, he puts forward that “experience … has proven that the Gypsy reproduces his dark color from
generation to generation because of his education and lifestyle, rather than because he is born that way”
(Grellmann 1783: 31, my translation). This perception of skin color is all the more remarkable in the light of
Grellmann’s introductory remark that “Africa does not make [the Gypsies] blacker [and] Europe does not
make them whiter” (1783: 1, my translation). Obviously, Grellmann makes them blacker and whiter at the
same time.
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Gypsies and majority societies. Therefore, he historicizes both the Gypsies’ and the ma
jority’s culture, even though the former is still considered as ‘closer’ to nature. On further
consideration, Rüdiger also adds a second layer to his explanation why we had “black
ened [the Gypsies’] nature in an even more radical way than the color of their skin”
(1782: 45, my translation).33 He puts forward that the effects of the imposition of ‘our’
principles on the Gypsies also needs to be seen in light of the recent transformation from
natural law (Naturrechte) to Roman and papist law in ‘our’ society. Rüdiger expresses
several stereotypes—not only about the Gypsies but also about a particular kind of
original state of nature. Yet, in his essay many of these stereotypes are framed in the
context of how the Gypsies have been treated by majority societies in Europe as well as in
light of how these societies themselves have recently undergone a transformation from
an allegedly more primitive to a supposedly more civilized world.

As a result, we need to be careful with interpreting Rüdiger’s cultural references as a
one dimensional juxtaposition between nature and culture, as Willems and Matras do.
We need to be receptive to his rhetoric. More than once, he expresses the viewpoint that
the Gypsies have historically slipped down into “a bad lifestyle” because they were
rejected and continue to be excluded by the neighboring societies. In light of their radical
rejection, he speaks of “hate against a people” (Volkshaß), “hate against a nation”
(Nationalhaß) or a “nation’s contempt” (Nationalverachtung) (Rüdiger 1782: 49, 46, 48). His
linkage of the Gypsies’ exclusion and their lifestyle is well illustrated when he remarks:

But does the demotion itself not cause [their bad lifestyle]? Do we ourselves not
perpetuate the mistake and push them into this lifestyle out of necessity, while the
contempt of this nation hinders their path to prosperity, to their political and moral
improvement. (Rüdiger 1782: 48, my translation)

Part of the ambivalence of how Rüdiger represents the nature of the Gypsies and of
majority societies is related to how he refers to them as nations. His essay is structured
according to the ways in which several distinct nations—the Jewish nation, the German
nation, and other ‘great European’ nations—have been able to ‘enlighten’ themselves. He
shows how the ‘great European’ nations, by adopting systems of law and by defending
their rights, territories, and religious convictions on an often dubious basis, have all been
transformed into strong nations. He also does not hesitate to add that, though these
nations seem to believe that their achievements are based on the basis of moral super
iority, strength or universality, in actual fact they have often been achieved by trampling
on marginalized or minoritized groups and, thus, by cunning and the law of the jungle.

At the same time, the metaphor of a nation’s physical strength appears as something
of the quality of nature and as a dynamics that is both inherent to this nation and
affiliated with an organism. Indeed, the nature of the Gypsies or of any other nation is
not something fixed or reified, but something that can be internally transformed into
something else. This transformation takes place on the basis of its relatively autonomous

33 Please, note how Rüdiger indirectly suggests, by comparing the blackening of the Gypsies’ nature with
their skin color, that the relation between how they are perceived and their skin color is also dependent on
the Zeitgeist—a world of difference with how Grellmann represents their physical appearance (see note 32).
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ability to develop, reorganize, and internally strengthen its national ‘body,’ though al
ways in interaction with other, neighboring nations. Thus, the way in which Rüdiger
represents the nation and its ability to transform expresses many of the ambivalences
that I have discussed while analyzing the relations between the organismic metaphor
and the articulations of population and the nation form. Put in this perspective, it is
telling that Rüdiger models the possibility of the Gypsies’ national development on how
other nations have already been able to transform themselves toward ‘enlightened adult
hood.’ Rüdiger suggests that the age and development of a people could be compared to
those of a human being. This comparison has important implications for the methods of
scholarly analysis. Rüdiger remarks that

no [people] on earth has ever fully been able to prove its origins and history.
Everything that even the most enlightened peoples have said about their origins and
history has only been based on oral tradition, on dark legends about certain events
jumbled up with fables. (Rüdiger 1782: 51, my translation)

Similar to how a human being does not know anything of her birth and needs to rely on
others to get knowledge of it, historians can only study a people’s history on the basis of
comparisons between various trajectories of nation formation. Undoubtedly, with the
metaphor of aging Rüdiger comes close to suggesting that we can distinguish more and
less developed or enlightened peoples or nations. Yet, we need to perceive this com
parison in relation to his critique of imperialism and his analysis of language. Though
Rüdiger certainly and naïvely distinguishes between various degrees of cultural devel
opment, in his critique of imperialism he explains that we cannot reify, naturalize, or—
even worse—justify these differences. Rather, we need to see them as the temporary out
comes of historical, contingent, and often unfair circumstances and power relationships.
These differences between cultures can certainly not be equated with impartially con
ceived degrees of civilization, of which some are superior to others. Rüdiger’s anti
imperialism implies a defense of a moral incommensurability of cultures or nations
(chapter 3). Indeed, ‘we,’ with ‘our’ supposedly stable and universal values, cannot sim
ply judge or reject other cultural norms and values on the basis of ours, for also our
‘own’ values are historically unstable and, thus, non universalizable or imposable on
other cultures.

At the same time, the unmasking of habits, customs, cultural values, and the like as
unreliable and incompatible frames of reference leads Rüdiger to his focus on language.
He remarks that, in spite of the Gypsies’ long lasting marginalization and repression,
and despite their long history of extensive interrelationships and hybridization with
other cultures, customs, and languages, it is the Gypsies’ language in which we can find
something that is typical of their nation. Regardless of all what has happened to them,
they have still kept their language alive. Rüdiger does not consider language as some
thing fixed or static, but as something that is vital and organically changing. He speaks
of “the lively language of the Gypsies” (1782: 60, my translation). By means of his
comparative method, he shows that we cannot distinguish a kind of absolute or ultimate
origin of a people, but only the complex ways in which a people maintains, articulates,
and also transforms its unifying activities. In these processes, language plays a vital role.
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Comparing grammar, studying inflections of radicals and cases, formulating the laws of
vowel gradation and consonantal changes—to put it briefly: the body of work that
characterizes the emerging comparative, historical philology in the late eighteenth
century—profoundly changed the general perception of language. In many respects,
Rüdiger pioneered in this development. In the end, his and his contemporary philol
ogists’ comparative linguistic methods paved the way for the direct and lateral compari
son of languages:

Direct, because it is no longer necessary to pass through pure representations of the
absolutely primitive root; it is enough to study the modifications of the radical, the
system of inflections, the series of variable terminations. Lateral, because the compari
son does not reach back to the elements shared by all languages or to the representative
stock upon which they draw; it is therefore not possible to relate a language to the form
or the principles that render all languages possible; they must be grouped according to
their formal proximity … Grammatical systems, since they lay down a certain number of
laws of evolution and mutation, make it possible, up to a certain point, to fix the age scale
of a language; for such and such a form to be produced from a certain radical, such and
such a transformation must have occurred … [W]hen two languages present
analogous systems, one must be able to decide either that one of them is derived from
the other, or that they have both issued from a third, from which they have each
developed systems which are partly different and also partly analogous … [I]f there
had not been a suspension of the [prevailing seventeenth and eighteenth century]
analysis of those endless derivations and limitless mixtures that general grammar per
petually presupposed, then language would never have been affected by an internal
historicity. (Foucault 2005b: 317, 318, 319, my emphasis)

Rüdiger and the early representatives of modern comparative and historical philology
did their research in a period of transition in which the basic terms and principles of
their methods were only emerging. Their preoccupations with origins, though un
questionably mixed with some proto modern articulations of nationalism, had much to
do with the desire to reveal the internal and formal dynamics of a language. To some
extent, the focus on formal and ‘horizontal’ comparisons between two or more languages
implies a sense of perspective or, as Foucault puts it, a ‘suspension’ of the universal
ambitions of any method that tries to dig for linguistic sources ‘vertically.’ In this respect,
the obsession with origins that emerges in the eighteenth century embodies a deep ambi
valence, according to which the stress on linguistic origins and a language’s organic de
velopment at the same time implies a retreat of its absolute origins. The focus on what
Foucault calls the formal proximity of languages involves a gradual shift of attention
from theories of an alleged correspondence between linguistic signs and their material
representations (as if these could be the same in every language) to investigations of lin
guistic laws and regularities that are based on formal comparisons without an (allegedly)
absolute point of reference. In other words and in line with my earlier observations, we
can point to an important formal similarity between (1) the critique of governmental
reason typical of then emerging forms of liberalism, (2) the kind of self restriction that
characterizes Rüdiger’s analysis of the Gypsies, and (3) the epistemologically relative,
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rather than absolute, conditions under which languages can be compared. As I have
argued right through this chapter, it would be inadequate to understand the newly
emerging paradigms of comparative philology—and those of the comparative studies of
economy, biology, and the like—primarily in terms of the developing “objectivity and
originality in science” (Matras 1999: 91).34 Following my observations of the previous
section, we need to understand the emerging narrative in which language is taken as the
vital expression of an organically, self articulating people as an ambivalent articulation
of the epistemological figure of population. Rüdiger’s and Grellmann’s works clearly
express how the ambivalent articulations of population can be considered as highly
responsible for the emergence of Gypsy studies.

Willems and in his wake Lucassen and Cottaar consider Grellmann’s work as the
more important of the two for its influential and notorious legacy. They interpret
Rüdiger’s work as merely a representation of the same racist or nationalist discourse that
Grellmann’s has introduced and prefigured. I share Matras’s opinion that we need to
carefully differentiate between the Gypsy representations of both authors. The fact that
Grellmann’s work became a kind of source book on the Gypsies in the course of the nine
teenth century and that it has been referred to much more frequently than to Rüdiger’s,
which fell into oblivion soon after its appearance, is in itself not yet a justification for the
overrepresentation of analyses of the work of the former in the historiography on
Romani groups. For sure, it is no corroboration for reducing Rüdiger’s main theoretical
and moral points and ambivalences to the often straightforward racist or proto racist
discourse of his contemporary Grellmann—as Willems does. Quite the reverse, it is an
important reason for carefully investigating the ambivalences out of which Gypsy
studies could emerge and for analyzing the grounds on which Rüdiger’s work and what
it represents could have been forgotten so easily.

In his Über den Begriff der Geschichte (Theses on the Concept of History), the philosopher
Walter Benjamin (1974) suggests that those in power usually write history and that, con
sequently, history writing always risks overemphasizing the histories of the ‘winners’
and to understate those of the ‘losers.’ Therefore, he puts forward, we need to look for a
way of history writing in which we avoid to rearticulate the dominant voices and in
which we give space and voice to those who do not automatically fit with or are even
harshly excluded from our prevailing historical narratives.35 We can consider this view
as a call for a genealogical approach to history according to which we show that, in the
context of the previous and the current chapter, our general understanding of the
emergence of Gypsy studies needs to be contested and reconsidered. In this chapter, I
have shown that a reconsideration of how Gypsy studies (could have) emerged seriously
complicates the most widespread representations thereof in the historiography.

34 Consequently, we can also not maintain that Rüdiger has subordinated the historically variable features
of Gypsy culture “to the objective discussion of language” (Matras 1999: 92, my emphasis).
35 Benjamin’s view on the necessity to represent minor voices in history writing did not keep him from
suggesting that the Habsburg Emperor Joseph II was the first in European history, who took into account
“to improve the Gypsies with human means” (1985: 106, my translation). For a critical analysis of forms of
anti Gypsyism in the philosophy of the Frankfurter Schule (Adorno in particular), see End (2009).
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CONCLUSION

At the end of this chapter, the reader may ask: Didn’t we simply dig for yet another
source? Isn’t the current analysis just a way to express that we need to be receptive to yet
another significant eighteenth century tradition with which the then emergent Gypsy
studies were strongly intermingled? To some extent, the answer to these questions is yes.
The tradition of Cameralism and the police sciences played a profound role in the early
history of Gypsy studies and has hitherto been underexposed in the historiography. A
consideration of the eighteenth century preoccupation, if not obsession, with population
and the techniques to regulate it notably contributes to our understanding of how the
Gypsies could have become the subject and object of something that we, from a contem
porary point of view, can call Romani minority governance. To a large extent, the Roma’s
contemporary minoritization in Europe can be related to the eighteenth century pre
occupation with population, the gradual transformation of the attempts to govern it, as
well as the long legacy of liberal, bio political forms of population regulation that have
not yet come to an end.

However, my analysis of the eighteenth century has not simply been a way to trace
yet another important ‘root’ or ‘origin’ of Romani minority governance in Europe.
Rather, it has been a way to show that the emergence of Romani minority governance in
Europe has ambivalently yet undeniably gone together with prospects for Romani
minority self articulation that, so far, have been widely unnoticed. Usually, the first
large scale attempts at assimilating Romani groups, exemplified by the Gypsy regu
lations taken by Habsburg absolutist rulers, have been interpreted in light of the rising
centralization and institutionalization of forms of direct rule. The simultaneous emer
gence of Gypsy studies in the Prussian academic world has accordingly been perceived
as compliant with, on the one hand, early forms of nation state formation, nationalism or
even racism, or, on the other, with the crystallization of modern, objective scientific
methods of analysis. This artificial juxtaposition has gone together with opposing the
suggestion that, since the emergence of Gypsy studies, Romani groups have been
stigmatized and marginalized, against the suggestion that this emergence has enabled
Romani groups to articulate themselves as ethnic groups in their own right. I have
argued that, at a second order of analysis, either perception of the emergence of Gypsy
studies and their legacy is still preoccupied with origins. Indeed, the defenders of the
former position in the debate, the representatives of the Dutch School in particular, argue
that every articulation of Romani ethnicity implies a rearticulation of the essentially
nationalist and racist paradigm that inevitably went together with the emergence of
Gypsy studies. Though the representatives of the Dutch School accurately argue that
notions of culture, Bildung, and nation highly ‘contaminated’ this emergence, their con
clusion that, therefore, Romani ethnicity is a ‘deathtrap’ is far too rigid. The represen
tatives of the Dutch School do not reflect enough on the important way in which this
contamination has historically been related to twofold articulations of population, from
those related to forms of nationalism and racism to those related to historically specific
notions of freedom and minority self articulation. The importance of the investigation
and influence of this double and, thus, ambivalent articulation of population, finally, is
also absent in Matras’s analysis of the supposedly objective scientific methods that
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emerged in the late eighteenth century. His analysis presupposes that we can analyze
the appearance of Romani linguistics, and Gypsy Studies more generally, without invest
tigating the relation between the emergent problematization of the Gypsies in terms of
their origins and the overall changes in the then contemporary epistemological and
governmental paradigms.

The duality of articulating population is historically closely tied to how the police
scientific governmental attempts to govern a population directly and in its entirety were
increasingly problematized in the eighteenth century. The distopian dream of a totally
administered society vanished as soon as the means to regulate parts of the population
increasingly started to be at odds with the rationales of total control and direct rule. The
analysis of this development has far reaching consequences for the suggestion, including
that of the Dutch School, that state actions toward Romani groups after Grellmann have
been carried out on the basis of scientific Gypsy stigmatizations. State institutional and
scientific practices and discourses have hitherto largely influenced the marginalization of
Gypsy groups. Yet, the simultaneous appearance and displacement of direct rule have
also enabled forms of critiquing their bio politicization.

I started chapter 3 with a consideration of Appadurai’s proposal to carefully look at
the circumstances under which minorities and majorities have historically and recipro
cally been formed. According to him, such an interrogation contests the idea that minor
ity groups themselves produce the conflicts in which they are involved. He explains why
many manifestations of violence against minorities are related to the complex, reciprocal
processes of minoritization and majoritization themselves. Polemically, he has put for
ward that “violence … requires minorities,” that is, practices of minoritization
(Appadurai 2006: 46). In chapters 3 and 4, I genealogically embedded the early history of
Gypsy studies in a parallel history of shifting forms of population regulation. I argued
that we need to examine the eighteenth century emergence of Gypsy studies in relation
to the development of new power relationships and new bodies of knowledge. My in
vestigation of the history of Gypsy studies has revealed that their emergence needs to be
considered as more ambivalent and less homogeneous than the prevailing historio
graphies suggest. My analysis has clarified that, in a genealogy of Romani studies, we
need to incorporate an interrogation of the conditions of possibility of the Gypsy/Roma
problematization in terms of origin, culture, development, minority, and Europeanness.
My examination of the governmental and epistemological paradigms developed at the
end of the eighteenth century has shown that the ways in which the Gypsies could be
represented changed and were differently demarcated than before that time. To be sure,
my analysis does not imply that ‘Gypsy related’ practices of agency or forms of popu
lation regulation did not exist prior to the late eighteenth century (Fricke 1991; 1996b;
Lucassen 1996; Härter 2003; Bogdal 2011). Rather, I have argued that, since then, the
emergent forms of conducting minoritized groups and their conduct have been based on
other, or at least shifting epistemological and governmental parameters.

Walking in the footsteps of Foucault, Appadurai does not go back to the period of
nation state formation to say something about those days, but, rather, writes a history of
the present. He unravels the relations between globalizing socioeconomic, political, and
cultural orders, the endangered position of various kinds of minorities in the world, and
attempts to challenge violations of minority rights and cultures. Similarly, I suggest that,
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to understand the situation of Romani minorities in contemporary Europe, including
violence toward them and efforts to challenge hostility, requires that we take into consid
eration the complex relationship between historicity, governmentality, and minority
formation that I have addressed in this part of this study. As I will discuss in the
following chapters, we have recently been able to notice the emergence of the problem
atization of the Roma in terms of a Europeanminority. We can observe a Europeanization
of Roma representations and self representations. In this chapter, I have analyzed how
the eighteenth century development of new bodies of knowledge and of new forms of
governmentality inaugurated both Gypsy studies and the problematization of Gypsies in
terms of minorities. Likewise, writing the post 1989 history of the present requires an
interrogation of the relation between the representation of the Roma as a European
minority, new form of knowledge formation, and recently emerged forms of European
governance. Unraveling this complex relation is the main challenge of the third part of
this study.




